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•Rape procedure

Rape victim unhappy with
university's handling ofcase
By Jill Berryman

here again and that's what really insti
lled fear
in me,that he tried it twice,"she said.
Later that
evening she reported the rape to Publ
ic Safety.
On Sept. 12, 1991, a rape occurred
at the
Officer Deborah Mitchell,who is gene
University of Maine.One week later the
ralvictim ly assigned to handle repo
rted rape cases,
reported the incident to her resident
director, responded to the call and
took a full report.
which brought the university into the
picture.
The next day the victim went to Cutl
The victim knew the man who rape
er
d her, Health Center to be examined
. She then went
he lived across the hall from her in
Somerset to see William Kenn
edy, director of judicial
Hall. Troy Brennan, 18, of Waltha
m. Mass., affairs. She was told
she would have to go
was tried and found guilty of the rape
March through ajudicial board hear
ing for the wiiver18 in Bangor's Third District Cour
t. He was sity to take action. She
then decided to contact
sentenced to the Maine Youth Cent
er at the the district attorney's
office and piess charges.
Androscoggin County Jail until the
age of2I,
"My
mom
call
ed
the district attorney to
with all but 30days suspended,to
be followed ask about the stat
us
of
our case. They had
by two years' probation,
heard nothing from the school abou
t my case.
"Because of the fact that it happened
in absolutely nothing. They had
not reported to
my room just shows that anything
can hap- the district attorney's
office that there had
pen," the victim said.
•
been a rape on this campus," she
said.
In the week following the rape,the
victim
The district attorney's office deci
said Brennan harassed her, saying
ded to
things to press charges after it
was supplied with the
her as she walked down the hall.
She said he information about
the assault..
knocked on her door one night, and
when she mh "The school neve
r contacted me again
answered he tried to force his way
in. The until recently when he
was found guilty," she
victim said she screamed so loudly
people in said.
the alcoves heard her.
"I was so tired of him and he tried
to get in
See UNHAPPY on pagc 15
Staff Writer

Dr. Fred Hutchinson, his wif
e Dione, and about 40 studen
ts representing
various student organizations
marched over to Stoddard Com
mons to eat
breakfast. This began Dr.
Hutchinson's first day as the
new UMaine
president.(Boyd photo.)

•Budget cuts

•Guest lecture

Midyear budget cut affects Walton discusses
all areas of UMaine campus transition game oflife

By Michelle Hikel

By Tim Hopley
John Hitt, former UMaine in- he
said.
terim president,estimated the eli mSpo
rts Editor
Weisma said his college includination of 101 class sections, 54
ed two budgets: $1.2 million for
Editor's note:This is thefirstof
He is considered by some to be
full-time positions and 86 part
- the E&G budget, and $1 mill
a rwo-part series on the impact
ion the greatest college basketball
time positions as a result of this
playfor the Maine Experiment Station
recent budget cuts have had on the
er ever. He won two NCAA basmid-year budget cut.
budget. He said this cut only came
Orono campus.
ketball championships at UCL
Here is how this cut, taken on out
A
of the E&G funds.
and
two NBA titles with the Porttop of July budget cuts, actually
"Fortunately the Maine Exper- land
Ten and a half million dollars. affe
Trailblazers and the Boston
cted the Orono campus.
intent Station hasn't been hit by
That's the amount the UniverCeltics.
this budget cut—selling the cow
sity of Maine's Orono campus has
s
But Thursday night Bill WalAcademic Services
has been very helpful, otherwise
lost in five budget cuts over the
ton
was at the Maine Center for the
The scenarios within each of we
would have had to take cuts(in
past two years. The system has
Arts discussing "the transition
UMaine's colleges are similar,
the station) elsewhere."
taken nearly twice that in cuts.
game of life."
where due to this year's cut, operWeisma said this prevented his
Last December, the UMaine atin
Before a crowd of300-350 peog budgets have been reduced,
college from filling two full-tim
system Board of l'rustees raised
e ple, Walton gave a sometimes
classes have been consolidated,dehuprofessorships and from maintain
tuition at the Orono campus 15.6
- morous,sometimes serious talk
ferred or entirely eliminated, fullon
ing a full secretarial staff.
percent in an effort to raise $4 of
his life in high school, college and
time positions have not filled and
"With these budget cuts, we've
the $11 million in cuts the system
the NBA.
part-time positions have been cut.
had to set priorities here," he said
took to help balance the state
.
"The importance of making the
Bruce Weisma,dean ofthe Col"This(the budget cuts)is pretty righ
budget.
t decision and staying involved Former NBA great Bill Walton
lege of Forest Resources, said his
serious stuff," said Merrill BarIn November, Governor John $2.2
is the most important thing you'll speaks to the media Thursday
million budget took an esti- tlett
, associate dean of Business ever
evening.(Kiesow photo.)
McKernan requested all state
do in life," Walton opened.
mated $60,000 cut.
Administration.
agencies to cut 10 percent from
"Most things that are worthwhile
-This $60,000recision was prethere are no players.
He said because of the cut, his are not
their budgets to provide money
easily achieved."
sented as a one-time budget
"Coach sends me back to the
cut
depa
rtme
nt was unable to fill a
for Maine's $121 million budget that
As a 16-year-old high school
came mostly out of our operathote
l to find the players and I go
full
-tim
facu
e
shortfall.
lty position and a mar- student. Walt
ing budget," he said.
on played with an into the roo
m and there these guys
keti
ng
clas
s.
Ten percent of UMaine's budAAU team which featured many
Weisma said money normally
are,
drin
king
, doing drugs, wom"We
've
pret
ty much covered soldiers in thei
get meant an $11 million cut sys- used
r mid-20's who en, you nam
for travel, equipment and the this
e
it. I finally got these
year
's
cour
tem-wide,and a $3.3 million cut to main
ses to offer stu- played to avoid
being sent over- guys to come
tenance of laboratories was dent
bac
s,
but
k with me and we
we
need
the Orono campus.
more people in seas to fight in the
depleted.
Vietnam War. get bombed. We
the
area
lost
s
by something
of
fina
nce, management
To meet the request, Charles .
"I was the youngest guy on the
"We have no discretionary and
like 40."
accounting to teach these team
Rauch, UMaine director of Busiand we had made the finals in
money left we have nothing left
On the move since age 17,
courses," he said.
ness and Finance, asked all camSout
h
Carolina," Walton said."It's Wal
in the college to buy new equipton is a single father of four
"We're a small college with a the
pus departments to reduce their men
night ofthe championship game
tor to improve existing safety
boys and preaches the same thin
budgets by four percent.
g
and the coach and1are sitting there
equipment for the laboratories,"
See BUDGET on page 16
about an hour before the game and
Sec WALTON on page 16
Staff Writer
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WorldBriefs
•South Africa

JOHANNESBURG,South Afr
ica(AP)— Angry residents of
a violence-plagued
black township blocked stre
ets and boycotted work Wednes
day after factional fighting
killed at least seven people
in 24 hours.
Soldiers and police in armore
d vehicles skirted barricades of wre
cked cars and burning tires
to patrol the dirt roads of
Alexandra township.
It was "a full-scale war
," said David Robb, manager
of Alexandra Clinic, which trea
23 people for injuries Tue
ted
sday and Wednesday. Sixtee
n
suf
fered gunshot wounds.
Residents of Alexandra and
the ANC blamed the latest outbur
st of violence on men living
in a workers' hostel used by
Inlcatha supporters. Inkatha den
ied its members were responsib
At a news conference, AN
le.
C spokesman Ronnie Mamoep
a accused police of not doing
enough to stop the violence.
The group frequently has acc
used police ofinstigating unrest
siding with Inkatha to und
and
ermine the ANC.
Police Col. Frans Malherbe
said officers were continuou
sly stoned as they patrolled
Alexandra and were hamper
ed by the barricades. But he
said the ANC allegations
be investigated.
would

•No laughing matter

Humor gene discovered
, LONDON(AP)— Only
a fool would have marveled Wednesday at the dis
covery ofa"h umorgene,"
waited for a solar-powered trai
n or gone to Scotland in
the hope of spotting a roving
Loch Ness monster.
Only an April Fool.
British Broadcasting Corp.'
s Radio 4 reported that British
and French scientists had isol
ated a gene that could accoun
t for.
differences in national humor.
Absence of the gene, it sai
d,
resulted in humorless politici
ans.
The BBC reported Germans
to have a "pseudo-gene" for
humor, while the Times of
London reported that Belgiu
m
might split after 162 years of
independence.
The Irish Times of Dublin,
in a story attributed to a bogus
Italian newspaper,said James
Joyce's "Ulysses" might hav
e
been inspired by the work of
a colleague, halo Agnelli.
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• Pakistan officials reach peace agreement wi
th rebels
•WHO study says women killed by smokin
g to double

Afghanistan president, rebels agre
e
on interim government peace plan
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— Afghanistan President Najibullah
and most
fundamentalist Muslim rebels hav agr
e
eed on a peace plan that would tra
nsf
er power
to an interim government by May, U.N
a
. envoy said Thursday.
The plan is aimed at ending a
13-year-old civil war that began when
a Marxist-style
government took power with
the support of the Soviet Union.
Benon Sevan, the special U.N
. envoy on Afghanistan, said the plan
was endorsed by
Najibullah and a majority of res
istance leaders, including the most
outspoken fundamentalists who had promised to kee
p fighting.
Sevan described the negotiati
ons as "delicate" and refused to giv
e details. He said.
however,that there are no provis
ions for sending U.N. peacekeeping
troops to Afghanistan
There has been growing concer
n that time was running out
for a negotiated
settlement to the conflict, whi
ch Sevan said has killed 2 millio
n people and forced
nearly 6 million into exile.
Many people fear rising ethnic ten
sions and growing food shortages
in Kabul could lead
to the sudden collapse of Najibu
llah's government with nothin
g to replace it.
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WorldDigest

•Economic protests

Bomb kills 3 policemen
BOGOTA,Colombia(AP)
— A bomb exploded
Wednesday near a gas station
where policemen were
refueling a vehicle in the sou
thwestern city of Cali,
killing three of the officers
and injuring nine, police sai
d
Authorities said they were
unsure who was responsib
le
for the attack. However,left
ist rebels of the Simon Bol
ivar
Guerrilla Front have been eng
aged in a bombing campai
gn
since Friday.

4

•World Health Organiza
tion

•French prime mini
ster

UN says women killed
by smoking will double Cresson resigns after
Socialists suffer defeat

Nine other bombs have exp
loded in recent days in
Bogota, Cali and Barranquilla
, killing one person and dam
aging several buildings whe
re multinational companies
in
Colombia are based.Citiba
nk,Nestle,Diner's Club,Tex
GENEVA(AP)— The num
aco
and the Anglo-Colombian Ban
ber of women killed
k were among those hit.
by
smo
PARIS(AP)— Edith
king-related illnesses will
The guerrillas say they are
Cresson, whose I0-month
double to more
protesting the government's
tha
ten
n
ure
I
mil
as France's first woma
lio
n
a
year by 2020, the World
economic program that calls
n prime minister was a
Health
for greater foreign investmen
struggle for respect,
t Organization predicted Wednesday.
and layoffs in inefficient ind
res
ign
ed
Thursday after the
ustries.
governing Socialists suf
The U.N. health agency, whi
ch described its report as
fered crushing election def
the
eats.
first international study of wom
She was replaced by
en and tobacco,said 20 per
Finance Minister Pierre Ber
•PLO
cept a low-key pra
ego
voy.
to 35 percent of women in
gmatist respected by
wealthy nations smoke.
the business community
That
compares to 2 percent to 10 per
Beregovoy, in his first
cent in the Third World,
address after his appointment,
Gaza
it
told Socialist legisl
It said women in the lJnited
ators his top priorities
States and northern Europ0
would include
- fighting une
an countries are now kicking
mployment, which has
the smoking habit at the
soared to 9.9 percent,
sam
e
and
rate
as
ens
men
uri
ng that France doe
, but it said more young
RAFAH,Occupied Gaza Str
women than men art
sn't suffer during the integr
ip(AP)—Eighteen starting
tion of western Eur
ato smoke in many industrial
Palestinians were wounded by
ope.
nations.
army gunfire ThursDen
The
mar
k
leads the industrial nations in
day while protesting a bloody
replacement of Mrs.
female smoking,
clash a day earlier with rep
Cresson ended three days of
suspense as Mitterrand
orting that 45 percent of its
Israeli forces that left four dea
wo
consulted with Cabinet min
men smoked in 1988,
d.
isters and
according to WHO's data. Abo
Socialist leaders about
The clash Wednesday in the
ut 34 percent of wome
a response to the rebuff
Gaza Strip erupted when
n in government
suf
fer
ed by his
Norway smoked in 1990,com
Israeli troops opened fire in a
and party in last
pared with 30 percent in
refugee camp market after bei
month's regional elections.
both
ng France and Luxembour
Des
attacked by firebombs,U.N.offi
pit
e
pressure to resign,
g. Portugal was the lowest
cials and Arab reporters said.
Mrs. Cresson went down
in Eu- fighting.
rope, with 12 percent smokin
They said four Palestinians wer
Aid
es say she had lobbie
g
in
198
8.
e killed and more than 50
d hard in meetings with
Mitterrand to stay on
About 26 percent of American
were wounded at Rafah. The
as head of a new -lo
women smoked in 1990,
PLO charged that at least 10
ok Cabinet. She
the report said.
reportedly complaine
Palestinians were killed and
d in her resignati
50 were wounded.
on
letter that she
never had a unified,
Once women start smoking,
It was the bloodiest single con
loyal Cabinet team wit
they often find it more
frontation between Pales- diff
h
whi
ch to work.
icult to quit than men, part
Under French law,
tinians and troops in the occ
ly because of the fear of
Mrs. Cresson's ent
upied lands in three years.
ire Cabinet must
resign, and Berego
weight gain, the report said.
voy,66, will be
charged with forming
a new one.

7

clashes kill 18
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•Pakistan unrest

Seven killed in violent figh
ng as
township described as war ti
zone

1

• Residents blocked Streets after fighting killed

"
7"7,77''
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•Why socialism?

Socialist-Marxist Lundaeon Series ponders the future
By Matthew Libby

sor,said "poverty is not the enemy,slavery democratic society,
but theircommon ground vidual works with the others toward
a comis." He said through socialism, the hold concerned the injustice
and lack of freedom mon goal, and each gets an e.qual share
for
capitalism holds on society would be erased in capitalist societies
.
what they put into reaching that goal.
This semester's Socialist and Marxist
and capitalism is to keep the poor in their
"Socialism is fundamentally about freeStudies Spring Luncheon Series started yesNees-Haden said vision and idealism are
place.
dom,"
Howard said.
essential for the progress of Socialism and
terday with a panel discussing "Why am I
"The poor only have their labor to sell
The panel members said socialism isn't Marxism.
Still a Socialist."
and the rich take complete advantage of this some great Utopian
theory,but incorporated
Russ Christianson, an attorney who ran
Virginia Nees-Hatlen of the English and exploit
it for all that it is worth," Howard correctly, it could end the social
injustice of as a Socialist in the 1978 Maine Legislature
Department started the discussion at Sutton said.
today's world. They also agreed the separa- election, said while he is
Lounge, said uninformed people assume
still a Socialist, he
Bart Hatlen agreed with the exploitation tion of the Soviet Union
does not mean has given up reading Marx and picked up the
that because the Soviet Union has been theory
,Fle said the exploitation occurs and Socialism and Marxism are
dead. In fact, Bible. He suggested that people read the
restructured, capitalism has won and Marx- racism is
a prime example of that.
many
groups
across
the
nation
and the world New Testament, because Jesus Christ was
ism and Socialism has lost.
"There is still injustice, and it is caused are working to keep
it
alive.
the first communist.
That theory was challenged by Nees- by the Donald
Ik-umps ofthe world," Hatlen
Hatlen
said
he
wanted
to
get
across
that
The panelists all said they agreed about
Hatlen and the 12-member panel assembled said.
the struggle to end racism is a struggle the injustice of people working
to discuss why they are "still" socialists.
and getting
The panel members all said they had towards equality and socialis
m.
nothing while the rich, absent stockholders
Michael Howard, philosophy profes- reasons for being
socialists in this largely
Another Socialist theory is that the indi- do nothing and get everythi
ng.
Staff Writer

•Budget balanced

April Fools Day marks end to state budget reductions
By Francis X. Quinn

Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Jabs and
counters about April Fools' Day marked
the true end of the 1992 regular legislative
session.
Gov. John R. McKernan said it was only
appropriate that he sign a budget reduction
bill marred by devious Democrats on such a
day. House Speaker John L. Martin found the
Republican governor'scomplaints about having things forced on him disingenuous and
said voters had been fooled two years ago by
McKernan's re-election rhetoric.
But the deeper irony of Wednesday's resolution of the latest Maine state budget crisis
was that it came on the deadline for election
filings.
The June primaries and November general elections were on the minds of all the State
House combatants, as they have been since
lawmakers returned to Augusta last winter to
resume the debate over spending priorities
and the role of government.
Even before the 1992 assembly began,
lawmakers who gathered in special session in
December passed and McKernan signed the
first$100-million-plus revision ofa $3 billion
biennial state budget enacted last July.
The patch combined program and personnel cuts with a variety of one-time savings
measures,repeating the pattern followed since
the post-1990 election acknowledgment that

state revenue had been so eroded by the
recession that spending blueprints had to be
scaled back dramatically.
Making thatfix law two days before Christmas,McKeman credited legislators for working cooperatively, declaring, "we've probably got the best that we could have hoped for."
In fashioning a new $150-million deficitprevention package this year, McKernan and

Leader Dennis L. Dutremble, D-Biddeford, matter at the top of the State
House agenda.
said the governor's choice was clear — if he
But as with budget cuts,one party's view of
so obje $300-million-plus tax hikes still fresh. fat and duplication did not match
the other's.
At the same time, majority party leaders
In the end, McKernan and Republican
engineered a schedule and procedure that lawmakers had taken to blaming
the legislaenable bitterness and exhaustion that accom- tive majority for inaction.
panied it. And appetites for a replay were
"And all Maine citizens who are fed up
spare.
with the Legislature's inability to confront
With waning enthusiasm,too,for another our problems should lay their blame
on the
Democrats' doorstep," the governor said in
his statement."Do not be deceived: Republicans don't run the Maine Legislature."
Added McKernan,who has barely budged
the numbers of Republican legislators upwards in the elections since he first claimed
the Blaine House for himself:"Along with its
other, bitter lessons, this session has shown
that the way to change the way things are done
is restore balance in Augusta,and elect more
Republicans to the Legislature."
the Legislature again turned to spending cuts, brawl over workers' compensation
reform,
Democratic leaders, as attuned as anyone
job eliminations and program curbs.
lawmakers welcomed another type of defer- else to anti-incumbent atmosphe
rics back
Again, with conflicting desires dividing ral. They assigned the topic to a blue
ribbon home, charged McKernan and his adminisDemocratsand Republicans,they also reached commission and set the stage
for another tration with mismanagement.
for accounting gimmicks such as payroll de- special session this fall.
McKeman's attack was meant to"deflect,
ferrals and expenditure freezes to bridge anFor some,the tightened parameters around if you will, the real problem," said Pray.
other gap.
the budget debate and the workers' compen.
Dutremble ranked the accusation about
This time, however, the governor said sation set-aside appeared to open the
way for inaction on workers' compensation at the top
there was nothing to celebrate.
aggressive legislative action to actually re- of the electioneering list.
In a prepared statement that he conceded duce the skeleton of state government.
Defending the creation of the blue ribbon
he had only edited, McKernan said: "This
Both parties had put an outside panel to panel, the deputy Democratic floor leader
budget stinks, and it demonstrates that the work developing recommendations last
year, said,"what the governor's really upset about
Democrats have been in power too long."
and McKernan and Senate President Charles ... is that politics has been taken out.... That's
In response, Assistant Senate Majority P. Pray, D-Millinocket, pledged to keep
the been their issue."

In fashioning a new $150-million deficitprevention package this year, McKernan and
the Legislature again turned to spending cuts,
job eliminatious and program curbs.
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Important Notice
for Off-Campus Students
*Are you looking for housing for 1992-1993?
•Tired of looking for parking?
•Do you want to be close to classes
and campus activities?
Residential life offers a variety of housing and meal plan
options. All include free local dialing rice and cable
TV.There is also the opportunity to si
onto the MAC
ACT program which provides residents with a Macintosh
computer, printer, and network and mainframe access.
For details, contact the Office of Residential Life, 103
Hilltop Commons, or call us at 581-4583.
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Vegetarianism can cu
t
hypertension,lecture
r says

By Randy Robinson

last 50 years.
Brooks classified veg
etarians according
to degree. Vegan vegeta
Vegetarianism redu
rians eat no meat at
ces hypertension,De
- all. Lacto vegetaria
borah Brooks said We
ns eat dairy products, an
dnesday in a gradua
d
te ovo vegetarians
lecture at the Univer
eat
eggs.
sity of Maine.
"L
ac
Brooks said both those
to-ovos," who eat bo
th dairy prodv7rithout hypertenucts and eggs,are most
sion, or high blood pre
common in the United
ssure, and those wit
h States, Brooks sai
hypertension can ben
d.
efit from a vegetarian
diet.
She said there are severa
Brooks, a doctoral
l groups of vegestudent in nutrition
tarians in the United
sciences at UMaine,
States, including Sevsaid essential hyperten
- enth Day Adventist
sion affects 30 perc
s, a religious group co
ent of adults in the Un
mited posed largel
States.
y of lacto-ovo vegetaria
ns.
Seventh Day Advent
She said hypertensi
ists do not smoke,
on can develop withdrink or use caffeine.Th
out obvious sympto
ey exercise regularly
ms, is known as "th
Joshua Sanfor is depi
,
e. are very religi
silent killer,"and con
cted erecting a tripod wh
ous and most do not eat
tributes to heart diseas
ich will support
ga
me
at
llon water tank. Sanf
.
e,
an old 600
America's leading Ca
Mormons have simila
ord has fashioned the
use of death.
r lifestyles, Brooks
ta
nk into a huge bel
will submit for this ye
said, but are meat eat
l that he
Brooks said hypert
ar
's
st
udent art exhibition.(H
ers, or omnivores.
ension is determined
owland photo.)
by a blood pressure
A
19
83
st
ud
y compared vegetaria
reading of over 140/
n and
90. non-vegetaria
The top number, the
n Seventh Day Advent
systolic pressure, is
is
ts
with •No
Mormons.
the pressure caused
riega trial
by the heart's pumpin
g.
The lower number,
Se
ve
nt
h
Da
y
Adventists males with
the diastolic pressure,
strict
lacto-ovo diets had lo
occurs when the heart
wer blood pressure th
is at rest.
an
eit
her omnivorous Seve
Brooks said vegetaria
nth Day Adventist
nism has been shown
males or Mormon ma
to reduce blood pressu
les.
re without medicine an
d
to lessen increases in
Omnivorous Seventh
blood pressure with ag
Day Adventist fee. males,however,
Brooks said vegetari
had similar blood pressu
anism began in anre to
female vegetarians; bo
cient India as part ofth
th were better than the
e creed of the Buddhi
st
bl
By Richard Cole
ood pressure of Morm
and Jainist religions
.
on women.
that Nonega's indict
The reason for the di
As
Buddhists were forb
sociated Press Writ
ment was political
screpancy was unidden to kill creatures
er
and
cri
ticized the prosecut
kn
own. Brooks said the
for food, and Jainists
ion's description
re are many hypotherefused to eat unclea
of
him as a "classic mil
n sis about how a
MIAMI(AP)— The ca
foods, such as many
itary dictator."
vegetarian diet lowe
se
aga
meats,for fear of be
ins
t
Ma
nu
el
rs
blood Noriega "stink
"Is that a crime in
ing pressure, but
reincarnated as lowe
s like dead fish" and is
the United States?
relatively few known
r life forms.
Is
based that what thi
facts.
on
the
s indictment is all ab
lies of drug traffickers,
She said it is "frustrat
Brooks said vegetari
ing" to be unable to
out?" he
said defense asked
anism has increased
attorneys for the oust
jurors.
say why something
th popularity in the Un
ed Panamanian leader
works, instead of jus
ited States during the
.
t
"This indictment sti
In closing argument
accepting that it does
nks like a dead fish.
s Wednesday, de.
It smells all the way
fense attorney Fran
from here to Washin
k Rubino told the ju
gry ton," he said.
Staff Writer

Defense says case aga
i
n
s
t
Noriega is based on
lies

We're accounting on yo
u
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus

oriented individual

Business Departme

nt is extending an

to fill the position of

position has fast-tra

ck written all over it:

invitation to one mo

assistant business

tivated, manageme

manager for the '9

after you complete

you will be asked ta

nt-

2-'93 school year. Th
is

your year as assi

stant business manage

r,
, making you (a
longside the editor-in
chief) the head chee
se at The Campus.
Of course, this jo
b will be a trum
p card on your re
'Applicant must:
sume.
-have two years re
'You'll be held
maining at the Univ
accountable for:
ersity
of Maine
-billing customer
s
-have had two seme
-subscriptions ma
sters of accounting
nagement
-be a business major
-accounts receiv
able
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WorldNews

• Designer of Russian free-market reforms fire

d by Yeltsin

• Tentative agreement reached in aircraft disp

ute

•Russian economy

Yeltsin fires reform chief before reforms critic
ized

MOSCOW (AP) — Russian President
Boris N. Yeltsin Thursday fired Yegor
Gaidar, the chief architect of his freemarket
reforms, a news agency reported.
Gaidar will retain his post of first deputy premier, Inter-fax reported. He
will be
replaced as finance minister by Vasil
y
Barchuk.
The move came as Yeltsin was preparing
for a critical session of the Congr
ess of
People's Deputies Monday that is expec
ted
to criticize the reforms.

Gaidar, 36, played an important role in
Conservatives and radical reformers
obtaining the $24 billion in aid from the
launched new attacks on Yeltsin's reforms
world's wealthiest industrial countries that
Thursday. Ruslan Khasbulatov, chairman
was announced on Wednesday.
of the Supreme Soviet legislature,criticized
He increasingly had been the focus of
Yeltsin for freeing prices without relinquishanger over Yeltsin's reforms, in which the
ing control over natural resources, factories
government freed prices on most goods in a
and farmland.
first move toward a market economy.
It was not immediately clear what effect
Gaidar's firing may be an effort by Yelt- Gaidar'
s dismissal would have on the course
sin to defuse criticism before the congress,
of economic reforms in Russia.
which could eliminate the president's powHe will no longer be in charge of day-toers to issue economic decrees.
day management of finances, but will con-

•Commercial aircraft deal

tinue to deal with economic reform strategy
and implementation, said Sergei Kolesnikov, a Gaidar aide.
Yeltsin is prime minister as well as president. Gaidar had been the country's top
economic official since last fall.
He was formerly director of the Institute
of Political Economics of the Academy of
Sciences of the Soviet Union. He has a
doctorate in economics from Moscow State
University and speaks English,Spanish and
Serbo-Croatian.

US,European Community reach agreement on

BRUSSELS,Belgium(AP)— U.S. and
European Community negotiators said
Wednesday they reached a tentative agreement in a contentious dispute over government support for the commercial aircraft
industry.
The accord caps more than five years of
talks begun after the U.S. complained that
subsidies from European governments were

aircraft

giving Paris-based Airbus Industrie an un- respec
tive governments.
in a joint statement.
fair advantage over its American rivals, the
Among the key issues negotiated were
EC sources said in recent days that the two
Boeing Co. and McDonnell Douglas Co.
the level and terms of new development aid, sides
were discussing ceilings on developThe agreement, reached late Tuesday, indirect
support and disclosure rules.
ment subsidies to aircraft manufacturers of
was announced in Brussels by deputy U.S.
The agreement would build on a 1979 between
30 percent and 35 percent of costs.
trade representative Michael Moskow and accor
d on trade in civil aircraft, strengthen- Indirect suppo
rt would be limited to 5 percent.
EC deputy director general Hugo Paemen. ing and
making more explicit its existing
If accepted by governments, the tentaThey declined to disclose terms of the ac- rules on
government support and interven- tive accor would
d
help defuse an important
cord, which now must be reviewed by the tion
in the aircraft sector, the two sides said part of the
dispute.

Spring
Cleaning Sale
.01

on

Selected CD's
The Doe's selected used
CD sale is still on!
New titles have
been added!
Wednesday
through
Sunday
$3.99 each or 3 for $10.00
Dr. Records .20 Maine St. Orono .866-7874

til(To in -Lyto
2 bedroom luxury apartments
Walking distance to campus
1/2 pathrooms, fireplace, washer/drier, microwave,
spiral staircase, skylight, heat and hot water,'
$235/student, maximum of 4 people.
866-2265
990-3837
Hubbard Farms 884-7464
1&

Come to the

Public
Display of
Affection
on Tuesday, Apn

All cyclists welcome!

th

Support your Gay/Lesbian isexual
friends and colleagues.
From 12:00-12:30 on the Mall in front of the library.
*This is part of the Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Week
and sponsored by the Wilde-Stein Club.

•Mountain Bikes
•Cross Bikes
•Road Bikes
•Kids Bikes

Authorized
GT Dealer

36A Main Street, Orono - Tel. 866-3525

411.
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CollegeNews

•Job market pressures may cause many students to cheat
• Clinton, Brown outline financial aid plans

•Morals

Cheating an old problem with new answers for so

me

By Karen Neustadt

AP

ing as a problem. In fact, he's making a tidy class
es, said one source, and may not want to cheating. The results of the
(CPS)
cheating spurred
profit off of the current GPA paranoia.
know the hard facts.
him to write a 22-page report.
Michael Moore,a Rutgers UniversityjourIn 1987 and 1988,the American Council
Fierce competition for jobs and high
"I received a great number of
er nalism student,recently raised eyebrows with
graphic
on Education, in conjunction with the Uni- papers that were in many
grades and poor leadership models
ways more shocking
have his 86-page book, titled "Cheating 101:
The versity of California at Los Angeles asked than the sexual self-re
created a fertile climate for cheating
ports. It threw rne into
, say Benefits and Fundamentals of Earn
a
ing the students about their cheating habits in a funk." he said.
college and university officials who are
grap- Easy 'A'," that details methods of cheating
, comprehensive survey, "The American
pling with new ways to deal with an
Students confided to Moffatt that
old including hiding notes in the holes of torn
they
Freshman."
problem.
cheated to get minimal grades to
survive, to
Wonied educators say some of today's
get revenge on a disliked professor,
or becollege students, exposed to a painful
cause they were angry because other
recess persion in a get-rich-quick society and numb
formed better academically without
ed
much
by scandals such as congressional chec
effort
kbouncing, are asking themselves: What
Moffatt said cheating often takes
's
such an
wrong with cheating?
emotional and mental toll that it
would be
"One of the reasons that (cheating is)
easier to study. "They are in terror
of being
increasing is the perception that the students
caught," he said of cheaters.'They will
'
fight
future job opportunities are closely linked
against the accusation."
to
how well they perform in term of grades,"
The professor said he had identified
five
said Robert Dorff,faculty senate chairman
commonly used cheating techniques
at jeans and using foot signals to convey anfrom
the •
Abou
t 37 percent ofthe students surveyed "lookabout,"
North Carolina State University.
where answers are borrowed
swers on multiple choice questions.
in
the
fall of 1988 said they had cheated on a from a neig
"When pressure mounts, some feel that
hbor, to "ripple cheating," whic
Moore reported, in an article in "Campus test
h
in high school,an increase from about 30 can cons
pressure and respond by cheating," he said,
istofelaborate,premeditated sche
Crime"(January 1992),that he had sold 1,750
mes
perc
ent
the
year before. About57 percent said with man
adding that today's faculty members are bey involved.
copies of his book ($6 each) to students at
they had copied another student's work,while
ing urged to be more creative with testing
Cheat sheets are so common that
Rutgers,the University ofMaryland and Ohio
Moffatt
about 52 percent admitted doing so the year
procedures to make cheating "less enticing."
actually legalized them in his class.
State University.
Stude
nts
befo
re.
Not only is academic dishonesty growing,
are allowed to bring in one8-by-10 inch
Some professors say Moore's blatant efpiece
That
was
but there is more discussion about it then ever
the last year any reference to of paper with
fort to promote deceit has brought cheating
as much written on it as the
, cheating was included in the survey.
before. "Both of those forces are coming
space can contain. "It encourages me
often unspoken, seldom-addressed prob
not to
lem,
"We don't plan on bringing (the ques
together and making it a more apparent prob
- ask stupid questions," he said.
- into the light.
tions) up again," said Ellen Riggs, a
lem," Dorff said.
reCheating also takes other forms, such
Educators often refuse to admit the amount
as
searcher wih the Higher Education Research
One-New Jersey student doesn'tsee cheatplagiarism, paying someone to take a
of cheating that may be going on in their
test or
Center at UCLA. "The general reac
tion write a paper,or buying an already
completed
from the schools were not the most positive
. term paper.
Some advised students not to answer the
While many campuses wrestle with the
questions.
problem ofcheating,students at the UniversiMichael Moffatt, associate professor
of ty of Virginia are celebrating the
150th birthanthropology at Rutgers University,
said day of the nation's oldest stud
ent-r
un honor
his intensive study of cheating left
him system.
shocked and "in a funk." He said
he reFor one week. beginning March 27, stuceived only a lukewarm response from
Full & Part Time Programs • Majors
his dents take part in a four-day conf
Offered • L.SATs Not Considered
erence on
colleagues.
honor and integrity in the academic envir
on"I found that 33 percent (of stud
ents) ment. 'The topic is discusse
For catalog and information, call or write
d at luncheons,
:
had been involved in considerable
cheat- dinners, lectures and seminars
MASSACHUSETTS
.
ing. That means cheating in
three to 25
Founded in 1842, Virginia's honor syscourses with an average of eight
SCHOOL OF LAW
courses, tem is simple: no lying,chea
ting, or stealing.
and
22 percent had never cheated
500 Federal St.,
in col- There is only one punishme
students found
nt;
lege. The "in-betweens" cheated
Woodland Park, Andover, MA 0181
once or guilty of an offense by jurie
0
of
s
their peers are
twice," said Moffatt.
(508)681-0800
dismissed from the university.
Moffatt's investigation included
an equal opportunity institut
400 Rut-.
While Virginia's drastic disciplinary mea ion
gers students who turned in anon
ymous"self- sures may not wash
on some campuses, man
reports" on subjects such as
sexuality and are tightening up
their honor codes.

Educators often refuse to admit the amount
ofcheating that may be going on in their
classes, said one source, and may not want to
know the hard facts.

Study Law.
MSL
wow-

For Fun & Fitness!
Don't just buy a bike, buy the right bike
properly sized and fitted to your
biking needs! With over 400 bikes in stoc
k, Pat's has the best selection in
the area. With 20 years in the business, Pat's
has the best service in the
area. Price? Pat's prices start at an extremel
y reasonable $249.95.

New Fick-Up &
Delivery Service
for Orono, Bangor,
Brew areas!

GIA41•1711111DGESTORE

Open Monday through Thursday, 10am-6
pm;
Friday until fitpm, Saturday 9am-4prn
Layaways available; Visa, Mastercard, Disc
over

We have exercise
equipment and
roller blades!

, American F-xPrrss accepted
•

Pat's Bike Shop
313 Wilson Sliest Brewer 989-2900

Lawn Mower Clinic
will be held 8am-3pm April
4th and 11th at
Perkins Hall (behind the
Child Study
Center—look for signs), Univer
sity ofMaine
in Orono. Fee of $17.50
will include new
sparkplug, oil change, bl
ade sharpening,
air filter cleaning and
pressure washing.
Minor repairs may be do
ne for additional
fee. For more inform
ation, call x1-2727.
Sponsored by the Maine
Agricultural and
Forest Engineering
Association.
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•Financial aid

•Financial aid

Clinton wants part of public Brown wants gra
nts, not
service income to payfor loans loans,for college
students
By Jeff Goldfarb

CPS Washington Correspondent
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The core of
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's higher education platform mandates that loans to college
students be paid back as either a percentage
of their income over time or through
voluntary national public service.
In addition, Clinton wants to establish a
trust fund from which any American can
borrow money for a college education - a
program he labels a domestic GI Bill.
To find the additional aid, Clinton proposes reallocating the budget and pledging
more money.to education.
"Today only 9 percent of the budget is
directed to investing in our future - education and training, child health, environmental technologies, research and infrastructure. We need to double that share and pay
for it by converting resources no longer
needed for defense," Clinton said in a United States Student Association survey.
As governor, Clinton increased funding
for higher education institutions in Arkansas by 77.7 percent since 1983. He established a college bond program in 1991 to
help parents finance their children's higher
education. Under the plan, parents and others can buy short or long-term tax-exempt
"college bonds."
Since Clinton took office, the percent of
Arkansas' graduating high school students
who amend in-state universities has risen

from 38.2 percent to 51.3 percent.
The Arkansas Challenge Scholarship
Program,implemented last year, allows any
student who meets middle and lower-middle income guidelines to have part of their
tuition paid by the state at any college or
university in the state.
The student, in return, must maintain a
"C"average,stay offdrugs and score a 19 or
above on the ACT test.
Clinton said in a Chronicle of Higher
Education survey that he wants to simplify
the student-aid program "by eliminating
banks from the process and making direct
loans to students through their colleges an
trade schools."
According to the Chronicle survey, he
also said he advocated affirmative action so
that "every young American will have access to a college education, no matter what
their background."
Clinton said he agreed with resolutions
pending in both the House and Senate that
would ask President Bush to rescind Department of Defense policy prohibiting lesbians, gays and bisexuals from military service. Because many college students look to
the military to help pay for college,the issue
has come to the forefront.
Clinton said he supports more accurate
national testing standards "that will help us
measure the achievements of our students
and tell us in what areas we need to make
grater efforts," according to the Chronicle's
questionnaire.

Are you styled for success?
Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon designed to cater to the University of
Marne student Having the most reasonable rates in the area and being within
walking
distance to campus makes Styles for Sucrwer the only choice for UMaine students

Sty/es

for Success
11 years of experience in perms, cuts and colors.
Orono•866-7888
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By Jeff Goldfarb
CPS Washington Correspondent
WASHINGTON(CPS)— While he was
governor of California, Edmund G."Jerry"
Brown claims he accomplished a great deal
with regard to higher education
During his administration, which started
in 1972, Brown nearly doubled the funding
for state universities and community colleg-

"What we're seeing is

almost an invisible
disease that is turning
students into long-term,
almost lifelong,
debtors," Jerry Brown
es, and tripled money devoted to equal opportunity programs.
"I called for higher standards in high
school, requiring three years of math and
two years of science for graduates, with
even more stringent requirements for the
college bound," he said in a statement from
his campaign office. -This led the CaliforMa State and University systems to raise
entrance requirements in math."
Now that he is running for the Democrat-

ic presidential nomination, the former governor has vowed to abolish the Department
of Education.
"It is a massive bureaucratic waste," he
said. "It educates no student."
Brown said the savings from eliminating
the department "should be returned to the
states to improve classroom instruction."
Brown also said federal grants to college
students are better than loans.
"What we're seeing is almost an invisible disease that is turning students into longterm, almost lifelong, debtors," he said.
In response to a United States Student
Association questionnaire, Brown said he
supported raising the maximum
Grant
to $4,500 and expanding eligibility for Pell
Grants to students from families with incomes between $30,000 and $50,000.
"Asa nation we ought to make the commitment that anyone who can make the grade and
fulfill the academic requirements ought to get
the financial assistance to attend," he said.
In order to generate funds for increased
grants, Brown told USSA he would "institote a flat tax and amnesty, cut government
spending and shift funds,including substantial funds currently budgeted for the military, to education."
Also in the USSA survey, Brown said he
would support House Resolution 271 and
Senate Resolution 236, which ask President
Bush to rescind the Department of Defense
policy barring lesbians, gays and bisexuals
from military service.

Pa

ApciR
.9
$500
/mon
th
tants tw"edm°Ins

15 units available for next September

.6 one-bedrooms $350/month

Includes- Heat, Hot Water, Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal, Suckered Parking, Some Pets Allowed
15 minute walk to campus

Now Accepting Deposits- Stillwater Village- 866-2658

Remember to set your clocks ahead at 2 a.m. Sunday. This time we mean it.

Connections
Celebrating connections with Family and Friends
Schedule of events

4

V Monday, April 6
3:30 pm
Legal Issues for hungers Brenda Buchanan is an attorney with a practice in Hancock
and Waldo Counties. She is a 1990 graduate of the University of Southern Maine School of law.
FFA Room, Memorial Union
V Tuesday, Apri 7
12 Fa
PDA: Palk Display of Affectio•A demonstration to heighten awareness to the
privilege associated with heterosexual couples to show affection in public and to acknowledge
everyone's right to do so. Memorial Union Steps
V Woking*, Apri 8
Blue Jeans Day—Demonstration of Support. Members of the University community ors
encouraged to wear blue 'seas to show support for goy and lesbian civil rights.
V Thorseloy, April 9
5:30 pm
How to be es Aly--o trailing workshop for f.cwlty, stesleots aid stof Bill
Geller is executive director of Educational Services, UMaine at Farmington. longer lounge,
Memorial Union
Lifetime Commitment: A Portrmit of kern TkeisopseaSponsored by the Peace and
7 pm
Justice Movie Series
We ors family: Parent*, sad Foster Parenting I. Gay loathes Films and
7 pm
discussion. 101 Neville Hall
V %Navy, April 11
lifetime Commitmeat: A Portrait of Karen TbempsoaFilm based on the life
7 pm
keynote speaker Karen Thompson. 101 Neville Hall
Why Cu'? Simon Come HoomiA Howard K. Schonberger memorial lecture by Karen
8 pm
Thompson, feminist, civil rights activist and university professor who won a seven-year court bottle for
guardianship of her partner, Sharon Kowalski. 101 Neville Hall
Celebratioe Reception for Koren Thompson and Sharon Kowakki to follow the lecture in the lobby
of Neville Hall. Dance following reception in Ram's Horn, sponsored 4111de SMit
Prosimild by she ULN Lesbiosilisexwel/k(ems Comminim got Wide Stain CM id&(mu for Ahohicalbrol Affairs

50-70% OFF EVERY DAY
on Name Brand Footwear, Equipment, Apparel,
Closeouts, Discontinued Items, Salesman's Samples

GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. main St.• Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

MAINE
RURAL
REHABILITATION
FUN D
SCHOLARSHIP

Requirements Include:
Farm/Forestry background,
Maine Citizen, 2.75 GPA
minimum, file FAF,
and demonstrate need.

DEADLINE: June 15
Applications available in Office of Student Aid,
2nd floor, Wingate Hall.
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NatibrialNews

• Recurrence of breast cancer may be higher in obese

women

• John Gotti convicted of murder racketeering

•Health

Breast cancer may recur more often in obe
By Malcolm Ritter

AP Science Writer
ST. PEI LRSBURG,Fla.(AP)—
Breast
cancer patients who were obese at
the time of
diagnosis ran a higher risk of
getting the
disease again than did thinner wom
en,a new
study found.
Women who were at least 25
percent
heavier than their ideal weightcoul
d have had
a higher risk of recurrence because
of higher
estrogen levels, lower progesterone
levels or
a dampened immune system,said Rub
y Senie
of the federal Centers for DiseAse
Control.
Senie said she had no data to show
that

losing weight later lowers the risk.
The study was among several on brea
st
cancer presented Wednesday at an Amer
ican
Cancer Society science writers seminar.
Researchers also suggested that women
at
heightened risk of breast cancer may
be detected by analyzing fluid squeezed from
their
breasts, or with a temperature-sensing bra.
Women whose breast fluid contained abnormal cells showed 2.5 times the risk ofgetti
ng
breastcancer within 12 yearscompared to wom
en with normal cells,said Dr. Nicholas Petra
kis
of the University of California, San Fran
cisco.
His study involved 2,343 women who
gave fluid samples between 1972 and
1980,

se women

and were followed through April 1991. Breast
cancer appeared in 104 women during the
followup period, which averaged 12 years.
The idea was to look for abnormal cells
from within the breast. Prior studies showed
that when such cells are removed surgically,
they indicate an elevated cancer risk.
Six of58 women whose fluid showed cells
with the abnormality, called atypical hyperplasia,later developed cancer.That 10 percent
rate compared to about4 percent for the 1,29
1
women whose fluid was normal.
He cautioned that the test is not sensitive
enough for mass screening, but it may be
useful someday when confined to women of

known high risk for breast cancer.
Dr. Helene Smith,director ofthe Geral
dine Brush Cancer Research Institute
in San
Francisco,said the work "rests on a very
solid
hypothesis," fitting in with the
research on
surgically-removed cells.
Research on the temperature-sensing
bra
suggests it can indicate a crucial
shift in
timing of temperature variations
during a
woman's menstrual cycle, said Hug
h Simpson ofthe University ofGlasgow in
Scotland.
The breast is normally coolest at ovula
tion,
then warms up several degrees
Fahrenheit
over the following 14 days under the
influence
of the hormone progesterone, he said.

•Organized crime
vu

4,
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moll
Monday
1Qq.?
3:00 pm,
FFA Room
Student Union

z
omit

CD

tiate s4tictot I.00king lox war,
carter in public aflidts, itniversity
teaching,orthe diricytra tic
Thinking aboutstudy Arcod or a Life in
scientific resea tat? The catrtpus
community is invited to hear abo
ut the
oppL-Prtunities available 6ar iptaduate and
undergmluate iiAkiwships and
scholatshipst---Fulbright Fellowships
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon Fellow
ships
in the Hutnanities, and Phi Kama
Phi
Fellowships,among others. First- an
d
second-year sulkies-Its are especiall
y
ertootirage4 to attesa Now is the lim
e to
plan ahead. Some one has to win
these.
mightas well

The 2nd Annual Estabrooke

rBenetfiS
h
o
w
t fo

r the Homeless

Auction with 50% of the proceeds
going to the homeless.
Friday, April 3rd, 8:00 - 4:00pm
Lown Room, Memorial Union
Free and Open to the Public
Ad paidfor by Comprehensive Fee.

'Teflon Don'
convicted
NEW YORK (AP) John Gotti
was
convicted Thursday of murder rack
eteering,capping the government's six-year
crusade to topple America's most noto
rious
crime boss.
The verdict came in at about 1:20
p.m.
Gotti was smiling confidently at
the forewoman as she read the verdict, but
showed no
reaction as she announced,"Guilty.
"
Gotti faces life in prison.
Other counts against Gotti,51,and
against
co-defendant Frank "Frankie Locs
" Locascio,59, were still being read. The
jury deliberated 11 hours over two days.
The cornerstone of the government's
indictment was the Dec. 16, 1985, assas
sination of Gotti predecessor "Big Paul
" Castellano and his lieutenant, Thomas
Bilotti.
Salvatore"Sammy Bull"Gra vano,Gotti's former right-hand man
who turned
state's evidence and became the
key prosecution witness,testified that Gott
i ordered
the slayings.
Castellano and Bilotti were gunned dow
n
outside a popular Manhattan steakhou
se. It
was a hit that authorities said cata
pulted Gotti
to his position as head of the nati
on's most
powerful crime family.
Gotti "became boss immediately
after
the murder. That's why he murd
ered him,"
assistant U.S. attorney John Glee
son told
the jury.
Gotti reveled in the role. He dres
sed in
$1,800 designer suits with hand-p
ainted silk
ties, was hostofan annual Four
th ofJuly blast
with illegal fireworks,and walk
ed away three
times when the govenune
nt brought him to
trial in 1986, 1987 and
1990.
Prosecutors presented a different picture
of Gotti: a cold-blooded kille
r who had underlings do the ditty work for
him.
"Murder plays a central role
in the business of this enterprise. It is the
way in which
discipline was maintained. ...
It's the way in
which power was obtained
," Gleeson said in
his summation."Murder
is the heart and soul
of this enterprise."

Bubblegum.
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•Space shuttle

Atlantis returns to Earth after environmental mission

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP) — Atlantis glided through the dawn and
landed in
Florida Thursday with seven astronauts
who
spent more than a week in orbit studying
Earth's atmosphere
The shuttle touched down at Kennedy
Space Center at 6:23 a.m.,its arrival heralded
by the customary twin sonic booms. Commander Charles Bolden Jr. brought the spaceship to a clean stop on the concrete runway.
"Welcome back to the planet,Atlantis.Congratulations on an outstanding flight," Mission
Control's Sidney Gutierrez told Bolden.
More than 150 people gathered at
Kennedy's landing strip to welcome Atlantis
home, including NASA's new chief, Daniel
S. Goldin.

About 300 guests, including the astrotime a shuttle flight has been prolonged for
nauts' families, had to watch from eight miles
scientific purposes.
away because of the wind direction — offiThe six-man, one-woman crew began
cials feared shuttle fumes might blow toward
orbiting March 24.The shuttle launched one
the crowd.
day late because of hydrogen and oxygen
Atlantis circled the world 143 times dur- leaks in
the engine compartment during fuing its nine-day voyage and traveled 3.7 mil- eling.
Officials then determined the leaks
lion miles.
posed no threat.
The shuttle streaked across central FlorThere were other minor problems.Two of
ida on its way to Kennedy,passingjust north the 13
instruments used in experiments were
of Tampa and over Orlando. It was a rare knocked
out because of blown fuses.
event — shuttles have landed at Kennedy
The environmental research expedition
only eight times before and generally come — the first
in 46 shuttle flights — was the first
in from the north
of perhaps 10 atmospheric laboratory misThe mission was to have ended Wednes- sions planned for the
next decade.
day after eight days, but NASA added a ninth
Scientists want to measure Earth's deteriday for more experiments — only the fourth orating ozone
layer and other parts of the

atmosphere during an 11-year solar cycle,the
period from one peak solar activity to the next.
Scientists were thrilled with the data that
was gathered.
"It's difficult to.express how elated the
whole team is. It's probably been one of
NASA's most successful missions," Douglas
Tort, principal investigator for one of the
atmospheric research instruments, said
Wednesday.
The astronauts lost their favorite experiment last Thursday when a blown fuse
knocked out an electron beam gun. The gun
had generated 60 artificial auroras in night
skies over the Southern Hemisphere and
twice sent radio waves to students equipped
with special receivers.

•Unearthed

Scientists find massive 1,500 year-old fungus in Michigan

By Arthur Allen

Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— Squashed by hunters and nibbled by deer, the toadstool can't
get any respect in the natural world.
But a mass of tendrils threading the soil
beneath a moist northern Michigan wood
may put the humble fungus on the map.
Using genetic testing, scientists discovered a single, 1,500-year-old plant that fills
38 acres of soil.
That makes it the largest and one of the
oldest organisms on earth, according to a
report Thursday in the journal Nature.

ft

Scientists confirmed the existence of the
The fungus at the Iron County, Mich.,
subterranean behemoth through genetic test- site protjably weighs at
least 100 tons —
ing of its slimy but edible progeny — the about the same as an adult blue
whale, said
honey mushrooms that pop up by the hun- Johann N. Bruhn, a Michigan
Technologidreds after fall rains.
cal University research scientist who coThe mushrooms growing in a triangular authored the study.
area more than five football fields across
Giant sequoias can weigh as much as
had the same genetic fingerprint, meaning 1,000 tons, but much of that
is deadwood.
they came from one plant.
Among mushroom experts, the discovThe largest part of the mushroom plant, cry is sweet vindication.
called annillaria bulbosa, is an underground
"Some of the major players in terrestrial
mass of cord-like tendrils called rhyzomes, ecosystems have been ignored by
the scienwhich live under a few feet ofsoil and send up tific community,"said Tom Bruns,
assistant
shoots that feed off dead or diseased wood. professor of plant pathology at the UniverThe mushrooms are the fruit of the plant.
sity of California at Berkeley.

YSARTS

Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine • 827-3459

CITGO,

We have CITGO quality gas, so come in to our
new convenience store located at
li'Stillwater Ave., Orono
and let our fuel attendants cater to you!
Wide selection of freshly made sandwiches on our
famous homemade bread.

Daily Specials • Hot Dishes
r$2.00

CLIP AND SAVE

$2.00 off

$2.00 —1

All Deli Items
including Hot Food.
Limit one per customer per visit.
Offer expires April 10th,1992.
S2 00_1
CLIP AND SAVE .ww
Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 6am to lOpm
Fri. and Sat. 6am to 12 midnight

He cited a recent study that only 5 percent of the 1.5 million estimated fungus
species in the world have been identified.
Some of the unknown organisms could cure
diseases or play other important roles in the
environment, Bruns said.
Scientists say annillaria bulbosa is a
particularly vital player. The fungus' attacks on sickly hardwood trees are a barometer of declining forest health caused by
insect defoliation, air pollution and other
factors.
"It will tell us how healthy the woods
are," Bruhn said. "Global climate change
will have a big effect on its growth."

Have you
notified the
Registrar's Office
of your change
of address?
If not, stop by
Wingate Hall or
call us at 5811317 or 1310.
• • • Office of the Registrar
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Editoriatrage
•Rape

Itdoes happen here

41

Rape,it's all hitting the fan now. In rece
nt weeks it seems
like every time you turn around you're
hearing about a new
case. I don't know about you but I'm abou
t to reach my rape
saturation point.
Rape is an important issue, one that
should definitely be
reported and publicized so that people
are aware it is happening
and can are familiar with the conseque
nces.
Often people see such violent crimes
as something that
doesn't happen to them, stuff like that
only happens to other
people. University officials like to let
us think that it doesn't
happen here, rape only occurs on other
college campuses. It's
time the university stopped trying to pain
t everything a rosey
shade of pink and show us it's true colo
rs.
With out information, we remain in the
dark and go about
our merry ways not realizing that maybe
we should be looking
over our shoulders every once and awhi
le.
Don't despair, things are looking up. The
office of Public
Affairs issued a press release regardin
g the Sept. 12 rape. Of
course this appeared only after the case was
won. In the same
release,two other rapes were mentioned. Why
haven't we heard
about these before now?
The purpose ofinforming the university com
munity about
rapes that have occurred is not so women
will live in fear but
rather to create an awareness. The univ
Gather round, friends, for the
ersity does have its
annual Rape Awareness Week, but it does
lates
t glimpse at highly paid acan't really mean all
demics scurrying about all excited
that mu,ch until it happens to you or someon
e you know.
over subjects which don't matter.
With increased publicity, people will be real
izing that rape That's right, it's time for ever
yis occurring on this campus,in their dorms,
to people they walk body's favorite spectator sport,
by everyday on their way to class.(JWB)
camrs stupidity.

Face it, Marxism is dead

Who cares if some professions
are almost all-male and all-female.
everyone's to make nice and use
the proper language.
For those who still chafe over
the wrongs of thc moldy past,such
language can be the band -aid of
You may wonder why there's
literature; they don't study failure history, putting in bala
nced temis
nothing to do on campus,and here's
except to know when to avoid. it.
•Student behavior
as a delusionary salve for the una clue: there is far too much going
The same should go for Marx- balanced past.
on involving Marxism.
ism. It failed, so chuck it.
More nouns may be next. Man
Remember Marxism,the intelPerhaps teary-eyed Marxists hattan might become "Weh
attanlectual equivalent of the Edsel?
can be regarded as a similar spe- or menopause may turn
into"worn
Well, it's still kicking around here
cies die-hard Red Sox fans, who ynschange." And ever
There are a few people who would like
yone will be
the unfortunate with Marxist lectures, Marxist lun- insist this year's the one. At least happier for it.
cheons, and a few Marxist interevents which occurred in Providence to be swe
the Red Sox has a living team,
pt under the rug. pretations
Of course, changing language
on moviernaking and
Their excuse is that the people who misbeh
and
student money doesn't sup- is the easy way out of
aved represent- basketweaving. Just a glimpse
the big
of
ed a very small portion ofthe total number of
problems of the day. Change the
fans in attendance. the veritable funfest which goes on port them.
The most popular campus stu- language and chan
Be that as it may,it only takes a few bad appl
ge people's peres to spoil the around here.
pidi
ty is language, however. ception of issues
bushel. Chances are that nobody would rem
and groups in
The obvious question which
ember impeccable
Change the language, they say, society. So attit
has
udes
change, and
been
left unanswered by many
behavior. Hurnannature is to remember the
and you change how people think. so does everyone
worst and the rest learned
's
lives
. Problem
ones on campus is why?
all fades into the background.
And change the language to some- solving by
PR.
Why study Marxism when it no
It has been estimated that two percent of
It may work for the beef indusUMaine fans longer exists? Sure, a number of thing more sensitive,and the world
becomes a better place.
'misbehaved.' That's all it takes.
try and Nutrasweet, but answers to
raving guerrillas in Peru follow it
So change the word "tax" to tough problems
The press has been criticized for printing
like poverty and
only the bad as well as the student-loving oli- "revenue enhancing," "extra
race
cann
tugarc
ot
be
hy
boug
in
ht in stores. A
things. If only good things were printed, we
China, but those very
ition"to"comprehensive fee mon- lot of cont
would be accused bastions
inuo
us
prop
aganda may
of Marx and Engels,like,
of being a tool of the administration and of miss
ey," or "dorm" to "residence hall" create a little
ing the 'real' say the former Soviet Unio
will
ingn
ess
to listen,
n and and people
story.
will think completely but it does not create answ
all of Eastern Europe, have
ers.
differently, right?
This is a no-win situation for everyone.The mos
And answers take work, and
t important snuffed it.
A hellish dorm becomes a hap- even - gasp
thing is that the truth comes out.
! - politics! bbying,
Marxism drowned in its own
py campus haven and taxe
push
s
ing
corr
bebills
upti
, working
on
and
There was rampant underage drinking during
a university itselfover with inefficiency, ran come disappearing money.It'sjust paigns, or hashing
over arious
farm collective tracsponsored event. This from a school where alco
that simple.
hol advertising tors, bored itself to death
studi
es
and
prop
osal
s
can tiring
in long
is censored.
It also works as a verbal correc- and frust
lines, and poisoned itself with rerating.
tion of history
The hypocrisy ofthe situation is overwhelming
In order to get some anges,
.The news- pression. Bereft of life, it decays history with as well. Yes, that's
"his" in it. Men have like, say, equal wages
paper is supposed to be omniscient, but the trip
amidstfar too many fifty cent words
f
omen,
organizers are
basically ruled the world since
no one really ever understood.
time help for inner cities, h
to be forgiven because they can't be everywher
care,or
immemorial and instead ofaddr
e.at once.
Sure, the catch-all excuse of
ess- some progress against iscriminaBad press taints the entire profession, and a few
ing
the future and the possibilities tion,such
fans who "that's not what Marx really mean
work,even
ugh gov t"
misbehave ruin the reputation of everyone
who attended the can be used, but a discipline which it holds,language of today and bad ernment, has to be done
game.
has no direct tie to the real world is language of the past is castigated.
The question is wheter or riot
Postal carriers, fire fighters and people
We should all stop pointing fingers and accept
of no use for students. And in the
on campus are willing to
the conseworld outside of here,it failed mis- garbage collectors are on the van- admit they have a cause and wheth
quencesofourown actions,nottry tocoverthe
guard of the language revo
m upfor personal erably.
lution, er they are willing to do real work
reasons.
Engineers earn the latest in because calling them by nice names
Hopefully we'll get another chance to particip
Mr. Reagan would like to dediate in the bridge buil" or circuitry and counts (sounds like some people
are still waiting for the prole
playoffs. Let's try to be better behaved the next
English majors read the lates
cate
taria
this column to the Speech
t
time.(CJC)
t in to rise
up).
Department.

Afew bad apples

Mike
Reagan
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ResponsePage
•Gay, lesbian, bisexual awareness

Coming out process unending
lu the editor:

When I first came to the University of Maine, I felt like I was
one of probably a dozen other gay
males in the student body. I lived a
life of fear of people finding out
that I was gay. I never knew anyone in high school who was gay,
nor did I have anyone who I could
discuss these feelings with.
Two years ago! was assigned
as a Resident Assistant to Somerset Hall. I imagined how it would
be like to live as an R.A. out of the
closet, but never pursued it. That
year was a very awakening year
for me. I had to deal with many
issues, including a gay roommate
that had fallen in love with his"socalled straight" roommate. I was
continually preaching to people
telling them to "be themselves"
when I myself could not heed my

•Alcohol ads

own words. This "forbidden part"
of me consumed my life so much
in guilt that I was forced to resign
from my R.A. position after one
semester. I moved into Oxford
Hall, where I once again took a
step back into the "closet" and
went on with my life. A month
later! met another gay male who
lived close to my hometown,
It was him, an older and wiser
person, who made me feel good to
be gay, and, a month and a half
later, talked me into going to my
first Wilde-Stein meeting. I can
remember the day distinctly. April
18th. It took a lot of nerve to walk
through that door for the first time,
but I cannot tell you how glad I
was to have done it. I realized that
there were a lot of people just like
myself and that I was not a "deviate."
When I was re-assigned as an

R.A. in Androscoggin Hall I made
a pact: No more living in the closet.
As I began this year I slowly started the process of coming out to
those around me. I think that the
main reason why!decided to come
out this year was not only to show
off who and what I was, but to
make myself visible enough to help
others deal with what took me 19
years to deal with.
The coming out process is an
unending road. I will now work at
the next step in my coming out
endeavors: My family. If they are
as supportive as people have been
so far,then things will bejust great.
If not, well, I'll have some work to
do. At any rate-1am what I am ....
and I'm PROUD OF IT !!!
A. Robert Dionne
Resident Assistant
Androscoggin Hall

•Alcohol ads

Ads are right Peo
plf are responsible
To the editor:

To the editor:
I know there are many adults in
the university. So it is all right to
hang up alcohol ads. The students
should think about their health by
themselves. You can see a lot of
ads outside of the campus. If the
students drink alcohol because of
ads, they would always drink every time they see ads.
People in the office of the University of Maine should not worry
about them. The students are not
children.
Junko Tomisaka

I agree with students on campus. The ads are not so important that they influence students
about alcohol. The most important thing is the people who are
drinking. They are responsible
for their behavior and actions.
From my opinion, students are
old enough to make their own
decision and they should take
control of themselves,
For instance, if there are no
ads on campus, students will
continue to drink."Is it the way

to stop drinking?" I say, No. My
main point is that there is no way
that the university administrators
can stop students from drinking.
Also, the university administrators are trying to censor students
too much.
In my country, South Vietnam, there is no drinking age
limit, which means there is no
pressure for teen-agers to drink.
The drinking problem is not big
like in the United States.
Trinh Lam
Onward Students

•Tuition

UMaine expenses
are often higher
To the editor-

university,East Texas Baptist University, it is almost double. After!
I read an article about budget came here, I heard some student
s
cuts at UMaine and I'd like to de- complain about their room
and
scribe my impression.
board fees and others had to live
When I looked for an American off campus because of the expenuniversity, I realized that tuition sive fee. Life in a dorm is an imporand other expenses have been go- tant issue for all students. If
the
ing up year by year. I heard that expense is expensive improperly,
UMaine offers the students inex- nobody can study here. Losing stupensive tuition, but I don't think so dents means a depression of
the
now. UMaine tuition is often more university. UMaine administrators
expensive than other University's who decide on tuition and fees
tuition.
should think about it seriously.
The room and board is also expensive.Compared with my former
Taeko Imaizumi

•Good manners

•Child brides

Article gave Saudi a bad image Aid office was rude
To the editor:

I read the article about the child
bride (Maine Campus 3/18). The
article was very interesting. It is
talking about a 60-year old Saudi
man who got married with a 10year old Indian girl.
First of all, I would like to say
that I am from Saudi Arabia and I
was very surprised when I read
that article. But,!think that I know
the reason for those kind of marriages.
On the one hand,there are some
old Saudi women who lost their
husbands. Most of those women

don't want to get married again,
because they want to raise their
children without bringing in stepfathers.
On the other hand, there are
some old Saudi men who lost their
wives, but they don't want to stay
single the rest of their lives. So, a
few of them but not most travel
abroad to get married and come
back again.
With all of my respect to the
one who wrote "The Child Bride"
article, 1 don't agree with the way
it was written. I think that he should
have explained that his marriage
was not only the man's mistake.

The parents of the girl share the
same responsibility as well. They
should not have sold their daughter for any amount of money under
any circumstances. They might be
poor but, that does not give them
the excuse to sell their child.
In conclusion, "The Child
Bride" article might showed the
students in University of Maine a
bad idea about Saudi Arabians,but
I would like to say that Saudis are
different. That man gave a very
bad image of Saudi Arabia.
Hussein Al-abbas
Orono

Editorial policy

Letters to the editorof The Maine Campusshould be no longer than 250 words.
Letters should be typed or clearly written and include a name, address and phone
number.Guest columns must be arranged with the editor and be no longer than 450
words. The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions for length,taste
,and libel.

4.

To the editor:
The following quotation speaks
to me with a clear voice after my
experience here on campus. Follow me and see if you have had a
similar situation, maybe not here
but elsewhere.
"...Don't you feel angry sometimes about being treated so often
like an it? I am never reticent to
shout out, scream it, 'I'm me!
I'm...one of a kind! Don't look
through me.!have dignity!"(From
Leo Buscaglia Phd., Living, Loving and Learning).
Maybe,the woman working in
Financial Aid was afraid because!
reminded her of what could happen to herself, as I pleaded for
emergency money, three weeks
into the semester, with bills piling
up and no text books.
Maybe, it was easier for her to
avoid looking me in the eye when
she denied me the money 1 so desperately needed. I got the feeling

she was(Tying to get rid of me by
offering me fifty dollars an d the
remark ..."take it or leave it!". I
wish she could have had the courage to put herself in my shoes and
see me and my situation as unique.
I was hurt deeply by her rudeness. The reputation of the Financial Aid Office suffered as well as
the many people in her offieT who
work hard to eradicate that very
negative image.
Times are tough and money is
short; yet,no one has puta price on
being kind and listening to a student with an open mind.
Is it time each of us asked our
self,"Am I treating other people
the way I would like to be treated?" From time to time we all
must step back in order to gain
perspective.
As Human beings, if we have
nothing else we have choice and
the ability to change.
Barbara Stockford
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Outwardly good-natured, beneath the surface
resides a highly emotional, touchy character.
You can be downright vengeful when you feel
that you've been crossed. Your great ambition
may lay concealed until the opportunity to
strike is presenter!. Anger is not your friend,
and in the end it will only hold you hack.

Is Hoe MAW
cavoits v If 7

ARIES(March 20-A pril 19):Impulsivenesscan lead to catastrophe,particularly whe
n
leaping blindly into a romantic involvement!
Allow logic to override compulsive behavior
.

Calvin and Hobbes
11121.1 NetkVE
CALVIN

For Friday, April 3

by Bill Watterson

NI YES' VAIAT
AM I GETTING 114E SKILLS
ASSURANCE DO
I'LL NEED TO EFFECIIIVELI
I HAYE 'NAT
CotAKTE IN A TOUGH,6108AL
TIAIS EDUCATION
ECDNOMI ? I WANT
IS ADEQUATELY 1 PAVING X43
WIAEN I GET OuT
PREPIARItiG
ocçj I WANT ceitOrklutort'
FOR11 21ST
CENTUR1

IN THAT CASE, YOUNG MAN
I SUGGEST 101) START
SOWING HARDER. lAT ICA)
GET 0/
1
4)1 Of SGiCel DEPENDS
ON *AT 4:1J TAJT INTO
IT

TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Whe
n you
want to know what's going on around town
,
rely on the neighborhood gossip. Onc
e you
separate truth from fabrication,there are som
e
juicy tidbits left over.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): An inno
cent conversation with someone of the
opposite sex is misconstrued by your matt
,causing
a temporary fit ofjealousy. Don't esca
late the
situation by overreacting to their inse
curity.

a

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

CANCER(June 21-July 22): Stay
close
to home as travel is fraught with haza
rds from
the start. A routine maintenance
check\tan
your vehicle may uncover a pote
ntial problem. Take care of it before it bec
omes worse!
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Don't
put too
much stock in a friends' half
-hearted pledge
to reform their poor behavior.
Their lack of
commitment is evident in thei
r actions. Do
you need this aggravation?
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
An acquaintance who tries to cozy up to
you has ulterior
motives.Theirconcern isn't so
much which side
of a dispute they feel is right
as it is who will
comeout on top. Don'tcount
on them in a pinch'

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

ISAT THAT CUTE?
L.lffJArrIA 15
CHAGINe A BALL
OP.5TRIAJ&,

ACTUALLY,
TrIINK
1HATSWIRE,

LIBRA (Sept-23-0cL 23): Try
not to get
dragged into the quagmire crea
ted by a neighbor who looks for problems
rather than solutions.This creates stress,and
you need to relax!
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.
21): Your usual social adeptness and pois
e elude you. It is
better to remain silent and be
thought the fool
than to speak and remove
all doubt!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec
. 21): The
opinions of those closely
involved in a situation are subjective,even
yours.Seek the advice
ofa neutral party before taki
ng a stand at home.
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22
-Jan. 19): Although it is admirable to
see merit in both
sides of a dispute, in
this instance it only
prolongs the antagonism.
Take a firm stance,
there will be time for com
promise after everything cools down.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
While a
tranquil spell should he
enjoyed, the real world
can bedenied for only so
long. An acquaintance,
envious of your peaceabl
e spirit, attempts to
destroy the aura of calm
that sun-ounds you.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
19): A lonely
friend turns to you to
cheer them up and you
havejust the thing,
another single friend! Use
your flair for matchm
aking to bring two deserving people together.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

EntertainmentPages

By Carl Paul

For Saturday, April 4
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRT
HDAY:
Beneath a cool exterior beats the heart
of a
romantic! Appearances are deceptive
in your
case; a conservative manner and mode
of
dress is a front for an eccentric,
creative
character. You are a very different perso
n at
home than at work, and you like to keep
the
two areas as separate as possible.

Calvin and Hobbes
DAD hIANT TO
MON 11/E LAWN,
SO ItS MAKING
ME PICK VP
STICKS

by Bill Watterson

HE SAID I MIGIAV LEARN
SOMETVING ABOUT TUE
SAT ISFAcct 114sT QSMES

ANT) DID
YOU?

FROM A ..I0B
`NELL CONE

ARIES(March 20 — April 19): A lack
of
energy makes it difficult to get anything accom
plished. Fortunately a disruption frees you from
a task you weren't looking forward to. Relax.
TAURUS(April20—May 20): A festiv
e
atmosphere arrives, so plan a day of revelr
y
with dear friends! Take a chance on love and
a
flirtatious encounter could evolve in to more.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
FM 6E7711650CAND NeW CIFTH15(ARPIN& LITITZ GUYCOVJA6
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GEMINI(May 21 —June 20): The pat
is revisited when a good deed from long ago
is 'unexpectedly rewarded. A friend you
haven't seen in ages may reappear as well,so
brush off the welcome mat.
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CANCER(Jut* 21 — July 22): A restless spell makes it impossible to stick to your
normal routine. Go with it by running off on
,a lark. It's hard to take anything too seriously,
put off decisions.
LEO(July 23— Aug.22): Overcome by
self-indulgence, you may find yourself in a
hole faster than you can say "Charge it"!
There's nothing wrong with splurging as long
as you keep it within reason.
VIRGO(Aug.23 — Sept. 22): The stars
provide a boost to your popularity and make
you the focus of some flattering attention.
This could cause problems in established ties
as jealousy rears its head.
LIBRA (Sept.. 23 — Oct. 23): Don't
spread yourself too thin or a tendency to
divide your attention could prove costly. By
getting an early start you free up time later in
the day for personal pleasures.
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): In order
to stave off boredom,plan a night on the town
with stimulating company. A chance meeting
could open up social doors you didn't even
know existed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Familiar surroundings provide the comfort
you crave. Invite friends over for a get together. Splurging on something to spruce up the
place lifts your spirits.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22— Jan. 19): A
change of scene is just what you need to
satiate a craving for adventure. You needn't
travel far, there are plenty of interesting spots
right around the corner.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20— Feb. 18): Unrealistic expectations lead to either heartache or
headache, so try not to get carried away. If it
sounds too good to be true, it probably is.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): Interpersonal relations are illuminated by the stars,
leading to a rewarding new romantic encounter. If you feel it., say it, as honestcommunication is encouraged.

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
-Men.
Porter tune
6 Plucky
10 Couch potato s
perch
14 Social event
13 Item in the fire
16 Culminating
point
ir The Spectrum,
eg
is Onetime car
features
Its
s better than
never
20 Buffet offering
23 Football -zebra'
24 Colored
23 Tailless rodent
24 Hiatus
31 Taoism founder

33 Free — bird
36 Actress Gibbs
311 Stuck fast
ss Buffet offerings
42 Wyeth model
43 Singer-actress
Susan
44 Actress Remick
1935-91
As Full of
protuberances,
lagged
47 Sigma follower
as Poet Shapiro
411 Look for
SI Gal of songdom
S3 Buffet offerings
00 Mil malefactor
at Torn turkey
62 Situated near a
center line

64 Irene Dunne
role
65 Square
64 Righteous
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To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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i -Apple cider'
gal
2 Mister, in
Munich
3 Have -- in
ones bonnet
4 Treeless plain
s Public
warehouse
is With 21 Down,
talent for talking
7 Song for
go
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33 Cedar, in
Cottbus
34 Ford flop
36 Scrimpy or
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37 Portico post
40 Buffet offering
41 March man
44 Petty officers
44 Electrically
operated horn
50 Deceitful
person
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on Broadway
s4 Simons "Slidin
SS

t Back to
Fun

541 Holm oak
37 Mailed
II -- Straits of
rock
1111Hockey shot
43 "Nightmare on
- --Street'

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75t each minute).

* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephon
e
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrol
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibilit
y,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $299 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 1801 older. Call today — 1-900-7263036.
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FALL 1992 REGISTRATION INFORMATION

"

DUE TO A PRINTER'S ERROR,SOM
COURSES ARE DIFFICULT TO READ IN THE FALL 1992 SEMESTER
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. PLEASEEUSE
THIS PAGE AS AN ADDENDUM FOR REGISTRATION PURPOSES:
ONWARD PROGRAM (P.62)
CRN
Course
Hours
Title
Location Time
143 to
Days Size Prerequisites
Instructor
ONS012A
i)()1
3
ONWARD CHEMISTRY
ilSI
10.00-10 SIIAN1
MWF
15
011A
ONS
DAVIS, S
Prerequisite or permission
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY (P. 64)
CRN
Course
Hours
Title
Location Time
19022
Days Size Prerequisites
Instructor
PHY104
005
1
DESCRIPTIVE PHY LABORATORY
B302
04:10
-06:0
0PM
CORE
Q:PH
20
Y
103
$20 COURSE FEE
14196
PHY104
006
1
DESCRIPTIVE PHY LABORATORY
5302
08:00-09:50AM
T
20 COREQ:PHY 103
$20 COURSE FEE
14184
PHY104
007 1
DESCRIPTIVE PHY LABORATORY
5302
10:00-11:50AM
T
20 COIrEQ:PHY 103
$20 COURSE FEE
14173
PHY104
008 1
DESCRIPTIVE PHY LABORATORY
5302
12:10-02:00PM
T
20 COREQ:PHY 103
$20 COURSE FEE
14168
PHY104
009
1
DESCRIPTIVE PHY LABORATORY
5302
02:10-04:00PM
T
20 COREQ:PHY 103
$20 COURSE FEE
25160
PHY111
001
4
GENERAL PHYSICS I
13137
TTH
150
MORROW, R
** ALL STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR PHY 111 LECTURE 09:00-09:50AM
** REGISTER FOR PHY 111 LAB & PHY 111 RECITATION MUST ALSO
$20 COURSE FEE
14018
PHY111
002 4
GENERAL PHYSICS I
5137
10:00-10:50AM
TTH
150
MOUNTCASTLE,D
*' ALL STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR PHY 111 LECTURE MUST
ALSO
** REGISTER FOR PHY 111 LAB & PHY 111 RECITATION
$20 COURSE FEE
24231
PHY111
004 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
B301
02:10-04:00PM
24245
PHY111
M
24
005 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
B301
04:10
24262
-06:00PM
PHY111
M
24
008 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
B301
12:10-02:00PM
24277
PHY111
T
24
009 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
B301
02:10
-04:00PM
24286
PHY111
T
24
010
0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
8301
04:10-06:00PM
24290
PHY111
T
24
014 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
5301
02:10
13978
-04:00PM
PHY111
W
24
015 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
13301
04:10-06:00PM
24259
PHY111
W
24
016 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
B301
08:00
-09:5
13965
0AM
PHY111
TH
24
017 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
8301
10:00-11:50AM
14005
PHY111
TH
24
018 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
5301
12:10
-02:0
13999
0PM
PHY111
TH
24
019 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
8301
02:10-04:00PM
13980
PHY111
TH
24
020 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I LAB
8301
04:10-06:00PM
24306
PHY111
TH
24
001 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5102
08:00
-08:5
0AM
MW
26
**THE WEDNESDAY MEETING OF BASIC PHYSICS RECIT
ATION IS
"• A PROBLEM WORKSHOP
31585
PHY111
002 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
08:00-08:50AM
M
26
B315
08:00
13951
-08:50AM
PHY111
W
003 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5101
09:00-09:50AM
M
26
B301
09:00
24319
-09:50AM
PHY111
W
004 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
09:00-09:50AM
M
26
5315
09:00-09:50AM
13943
PHY111
W
005 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
B101
10:00-10:50AM
M
26
B301
10:00
13934
-10:5
0AM
PHY111
W
006 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
10:00-10:50AM
M
26
8315
10:00
-10:50AM
13926
PHY111
W
007 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
B101
11:00-11:50AM
M
26
5301
11:00
24322
-11:50AM
PHY111
W
008 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
11:00-11:50PM
M
26
5315
11:00
25171
-11:50AM
PHY111
W
009 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
B101
12:10-01:00PM
M
26
5301
12:10-01:00PM
24335
PHY111
W
010
0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
12:10-01:00PM
M
26
5315
12:10
25185
-01:0
0PM
PHY111
W
011
0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5101
01:10-02:00PM
M
26
5301
24341
01:10
-02:00PM
PHY1 11
W
012 0
GENERAL PHYSICS I REC
5115
01:10-02:00PM
M
26
5315
01:10
13917
-02:00PM
PHY121
W
001
4
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I
5137
11:00-11:50AM
TTI i
220 COREQ: MAT126 BROWNSTEIN,K
—ALL STUDENTS REGISTERING FOR PHY 121 LECTURE MUST
''" REGISTER FOR PHY 121 LAB AND PHY 121 RECITATION
$20 COURSE FEE
13876
PHY121
006 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
5310
08:00-09:50AM
13855
PHY121
T
008 0
24
PHY ENG SI PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
COREQ: MAT126
B310
12:10
13849
-02:0
0PM
PHY121
T
009 0
24
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
CORE
Q: MAT126
B310
02:10-04t00PM
13810
PHY121
T
010
0
24 COREQ: MAT126
PHY ENG 8, PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
5310
04:10-06:00PM
13861
PHY121
T
011 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
24 COREQ: MAT126
B310
08:00-09:50AM
13902
PHY121
W
012 Q
24
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
COREQ: MAT126
B310
10:00-11:50AM
13828
PHY121
014 0
W
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
24 COREQ: MAT126
5310
02:10-04:00PM
21559
PHY121
015 9
W
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
24 COREQ: MAT126
B310
04:10-06:00PM
13832
PHY121
W
016 0
24 COREQ: MAT126
PHY ENG S, PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
13310
08:00-09:50AM
13893
PHY121
TH
018 0
24 COREQ: MAT126
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
B310
12:10-02:00PM
13887
PHY121
TH
019 0
24
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
COREQ: MAT126
5310
02:10-04:00PM
13804
PHY121
TH
001
0
24 COREQ: MAT126
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I LAB
5101
08:00-08:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
13140
08:0008:50AM
F
** THE FRIDAY MEETING OF GENERAL PHYSICS RECITATION
IS A
** PROBLEM WORKSHOP SESSION
13796
PHY121
003 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
5101
09:00-09:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
B140
09:00
13784
-09:5
0AM
PHY121
F
004 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
B115
09:00-09:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
B140
09:00
13773
-09:50AM
PHY121
F
005 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
5101
10:00-10:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
5140
10:00
-10:50AM
13768
PHY121
F
006 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
5115
10:00-10:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
5140
10:00
-10:50AM
13750
PHY121
F
007 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
5101
11:00-11:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
5140
11:00-11:50AM
13742
PHY121
F
008 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
B115
11:00-11:50AM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
5140
11:00
-11:50AM
13739
PHY121
F
009 0
PHY ENG & PHYSICAL SCI I REC
5101
12:10-01:00PM
W
26 COREQ: MAT126
5140
12:10-01:00PM
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Victim unhappy with handling ofrape case
Brennan was removed from Somerset to
Hancock Hall after the district attorney's
office decided to press charges. He was not
allowed in Somerset or Hilltop Dining Commons.
He put in a request with Barbara Smith,
assistant director of Residential Life at East
and West Campus, to be allowed to live in
Oxford Hall with his friends. He was granted residence.
"They never bothered to ask me how I
felt about it, we had to go to the chancellor's
office to get him removed from Oxford
because they (ResLife) said they did not
have the right to tell him he could not live in
Oxford because they did not have the evidence that he was guilty. We finally got him
moved to York Hall," the victim said.
Brennan resided in York until he was
found guilty of gross sexual assault and
assault March 18. On March 23 he was
asked to leave campus. He is currently appealing to the judicial review board to be
allowed to return.
"He was here from March 18 to March
23 as a convicted rapist walking around our
campus," the victim said.
The victim said she is not pleased with
the way the university handled her case. She
said she had to go from one person to the
next trying to get anything accomplished
and felt her story was not believed.
"They don't know who should be dealing with what. Instead I heard 'well, we're
not exactly sure how we're going to do this
so we'll call you back.'They told me I could
feel safe on this campus, we have good
campus police," she said.
UMaine Public Safety Investigator Wil-

liam Laughlin said when the department
receives a rape report, they are concerned
with the well- being of the victim. He said
there is a lot ofcommunication between the
victim and the department.
Officer Mitchell said this case took a
long time, but said she thinks that is the fault
ofthe district attorney's office,because once
a case is turned over to them, it is out of
Public Safety's hands.
"I think it went well. I'm pleased with the
outcome," she said. "It is a slow process,
there is no doubt about that."
University officials said they were unable to directly discuss this case under the
provisions of the Buckley Amendment.
Smith said Residential Life has a specific protocol concerning rape victims. She
said they talk to the victim about their emotional and physical health. They discuss
legal or judicial proceedings and evaluate
the situation.
Smith said generally the victim and the
accused are separated to ensure safety.
"We talk to the victim to find out what
we can do to make them feel the most safe,"
she said.
When asked why Brennan was not removed from campus immediately after his
conviction, Kennedy said each situation is
different and there may have been a question
as to whether there had been a threat during
the time after the conviction. He said removal might not be immediate, but as soon as
people become concerned, action is taken.
"Each case is separate with it's own
merit. It does vary from case to case," he
said.
Under the student conduct code, viola-

Are you an
outstanding
student?

•sigatilligoo
The UMaine outstanding achievement award for non-academic
endeavors is presented to as many as twelve students, who
have graduated in December '91 or who anticipate receiving
degrees in May '92 or in August '92 and who have
demonstrated outstanding leadership in one of the areas of:
•Community Service
•Campus Citizenship

•Athletic Achievement
•Arts and Communication

Deadline is NOON, MONDAY, APRIL 6th, 1992.
Application forms can be picked up and returned (along with a
letter of nomination of endorsement) to the Centerfor Student
Services, Attn. Dwight Rideout, Assistant V.P. and Dean of Students,
third floor, Memorial Union- phone 1406

from page 1
tors go before a judicial board, which decides if the student will be suspended or
dismissed. Kennedy said he believes the
truth comes out better at the conduct committee level than in the courts.
Suzanne Estler, director of equal opportunity at UMaine, said no procedure can
capture the complexities of individual cases, since each has its own characteristics.
The pressure in this case came from the
district attorney's office asking the university not to take action until there was court
action.
Estler said this is done for two reasons;
so the victim is not required to testify in a
situation that could effect her testimony in
court, and so the defending attorney is unable to use action taken against the defendant to elicit sympathy from the court.
"I think the significance of this case is
that the process of talking through a number
ofsteps along the way probably has clarified
in part internally, the university's reactions
in the future," Estler said.
Estler said this case has been an important new experience in which people are
willing to prosecute and her office is doing
everything possible to help them. She said it
makes everyone in the community aware
that rape exists on campus and is not tolerated.
The victim said she does not want her
experience to discourage people from reporting rapes.
"You can win these cases and the only
way you're going to win and have this other
person...get what he deserves is to go through _el
it, and it's not easy to go through, but it was'rn
worth it," she said.

UMaine Police Blotter
Juan Monahan, 19,of Knox Hall, pled
guilty to assault and was fined $200 in
Third District Court on 4/2/91
Frederick WoOd,22,ofOrrington,Me.,
pled guilty on 4/2/92 to O.U.I. and was
fined $500, sentenced to 7 days in the
Penobscot County Jail and had his license
suspended for one year.
Kurt Parker, 18,and S wen Kolternian,
both of Falmouth. Me.,pled guilty on 4/2/
92 to possession of marijuana and were
fined $350.
Sean Davison, 19, of Somerset Hall,
wassummonsed and charged with possession of marijuana on 3/15/92.Courtdate is
set for 4/3/92.
William Birney, 19, of Norway, Me.,
was summonsed and charged with illegal
transportation of alcohol and O.UJ.on 3/
17/92 at Oxford Circle. Court date is set
for 4/17/92.
Anthony Cyr,24,ofSan Diego,Ca,was
arrested and charged with Operating after
Suspension on Rangely Road on 3/19/92
and 3/20/92. Court date is set for 4/17/91
Wendy Jordan, 20, of Turner, Me.,
was stopped for violating the .02 law on
Long Road on 3/2/92and wassubsequently summonsed and charged with O.U.I.
Court date is set for 4/17/92.
Christopher Cheney. 18. of Monticello, Me., was stopped for violating the .02
law on Square Road on 3/27/92, and was
subsequently summonsed and charged
with O.U.I. Court date is set for 4/17/92.
Anthony Bennett, 18, of Dennsville,
Me.,was arrested and charged with Criminal Trespassing and Criminal Mischiefin
Cumberland Hall on 3/28/92.Court date is
set for 4/17/92.

GIVE LIFE

GReek Week
Blood DRIVe
April 7th
Memorial Gym,the "Pit"
1lam - 7pm
Come support the Greeks.
Give blood today.
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Walton discusses life

from page 1

to them as he did to the crowd at the MCA.
"Life is what you make of it," Walton
said."Success only comes before work in the
dictionary and without work you won't get
anywhere."
The son of a social worker and a librarian, Walton attended UCLA and earned his
degree in less than four years.
"I learned so much about life in college,"
Walton said. "I don't understand why anyone would want to leave there. I wish I was
back at UCLA."
Upon graduation, Walton was drafted by
the NBA's Portland Trailblazers and was the
top rookie for the first part of the year. Then
came an injury which would ultimately force

him out of the game for good 13 years later.
Walton went to the Los Angeles Clippers for six years, which he termed "six
years of not much fun at all."
The big redhead then instigated a trade
with the Boston Celtics.
"!called Red Auerbach up and said 'how
about ajob.' Red said just be quiet and we'll
see what we can do."
The end result was Cedric Maxwell going to the Clippers and Walton literally
paying LA to send him to Boston.
"We had a great team in Boston," Walton said. "You'd look around the locker
room before the game and there'd be Dennis
Johnson eating a Big Mac,fries and shake.

Kevin Mc Hale would have his feet up reading the newspaper, telling the interesting
stories out loud. Then there were two scrubs
and the Chief, Robert Patfs-h."
"The Chief would be reading all his love
letters saying 'Bill, hey look at this one.'
Then there was me and two more scrubs.
And then there was Larry Bird.
"Birdee would be standing by his locker
stretching and stuff after being beaten up the
night before on his way to scoring 40 or something. Anyway(Coach)K.0.I(Jones) would be
drawing a play for the Chief and Lary would
say 'screw that,lets win the tap,I'll shoota three
and we'll never be behind again."
Currently an analyst for CBS Sports,Walton

All departments receive 4 percent budget cut
minimal operating budget, so the only cut
we can take is in the faculty department,"
he said.
Bartlett said reductions in faculty have
made it difficult to offer classes as often as
they should be.
"Right now we're getting by working
with a makeshift deal," he said.
Charles McRoy,dean of University College, said his $3.8 million budget was reduced by approximately $280,000.
For University College, this meant a
reduced operating budget and the elimination of almost 45 staff positions.
"This year, we offered a smaller class
selection, and the classes were larger," he
said.
"Faculty are concerned when they see
less options open to students, and students
get frustrated when course offerings are
limited,so far we've been able to accommodate students," he said.

Wallace Dunham,dean of the College
of Applied Sciences and Agriculture said
$105,000 was cut from his $2.5 million
budget.
Courses this year were deferred and
spending for faculty travel, equipment,and
office supplies was curtailed, he said.
Dunham said budget cuts made over the
past two years have forced the elimination
one part-time position in Natural Resburces
and the discontinuation of seven courses.
"We've worked hard for these cuts to
have a minimal impact on our students. In
some cases, we've had to find substitute
'courses for them, but so far we've been able
to do that," he said.
Dunham said the cuts not only forced his
college to eliminate some classes, but also
hindered program development.
"What we've been trying to do is broaden our Natural Resource and Economic program and to develop programs in Aquacul-

from page I
ture, one of the fastest growing fields of
study. These budget cuts have impeded that
development," he said.
Robert Cobb,dean of the College of Education,said his college took a $114,000 cut.
He said out-of-state travel was reduced
by $8,000.
Five of the 60 Outreach graduate courses
offered to Maine teachers were cut "to trip
meet part ofthis year's budget cuts,"Cobb said.
He said so far, no classes or programs on
campus have been discontinued.
"At this point we've been able to meet
the needs of on-campus students. The only
place where we felt a reduction was in our
graduate outreach courses," Cobb said.
Leslie Hemming,dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities said the cut reduced
her college's$5 million budget by $211,000.
Flemming said money for the cut came
from the following areas:
•$52,769: money from the legislature to

DA
IP.

tuesday
april 7th
12 - 12:30 pm

on the
mall in front
of the library

support your gay/lesbian/bisexual
friends and colleagues

At%

has had several operations on his ankle,which is
now fused to the point he can't step rx)rinally.
"After three years of operations I've
finally gotten to the point where I can walk
almost normally again," Walton said.
The main focus of the speech, though
was the transition game. Of life, that is.
"The important thing in transition is anticipation," Walton said."If you fail to prepare, be prepared to fail. Basketball is a
game of skill and you have to learn to
develop those skills, just like in life.
"(Life's)not a game ofsize and strength,
it's about positioning and training,anticipation and conditioning. The harder you work
the luckier you get," he said.

account for inflation. "We just gave it (the
money) right back to the state after it announced the budget cut," Flemming said.
•$48,000: money previously set aside to
conduct searches for new faculty.
,
• $46,986 : funds previously used for
equipment,travel, long-distance phone service and other office supplies.
•$40,132 : in salary saved by not filling
faculty positions. .
•$17,204 : money comprising the entire
dean's discretionary fund, normally used
for travel, research equipment, and progams"individual departments can't afford."
Flemming said these cuts have led to a
decrease in enrollment, a smaller course
selection and larger classes.
"But I don't think we had to cut any
classes this time. Some were reassigned and
some were taughton over-load,but we didn't
truly cancel any," she said.
"Some students have not been able to get
the upper-level English classes they want,and
there have been one or two cases where we
waived a requirement for a student but to my
knowledge, there have been no casqs where
students were not able to graduate," she said.
Flemming said the situation is becoming "pretty desperate."
Dagmar Cronn, dean of the College of
Sciences, said $346,000 was cut from the
college's $8 million budget.
Cronn said in November her college
took a $4.2 percent recision after a 2 percent
budget base reduction in July.
To compensate for the cuts, operating
budgets were cut,faculty positions were not
filled and classes were deferred, according
to Cronn.
"We didn't even have enough money to
conduct any faculty searches, or to provi
de
appropriate start-up package* (research
materials) for new faculty—it's terrib
le,"
she said.
"After all the cuts we took, we still never
made up the $346,000—we're going
into
next-year, facing more budget cuts,
with a
$19,000 deficit," she said.
Cronn said she believed the budget
crisis
was the result of the state's poor
economy
and "management flaws" in the
university
that have existed for quite some
time.
"We've reached the end of our tether
s,
here," she said.
Julia Watkins, dean of the Colle
ge of
Social and Behavioral Sciences,
was unavailable for comment.

Battling Gravity?
Try the underwire
approach.
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• Black Bears to play four at Northeastern

SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker

• Profile of Excellence — Scott Pellerin
• National Hockey League players go on strike

•College Basketball

Massimino heads west to Runnin'Rebels

By Tim Dahlberg

1992 Titan All-Americans
The East All-Americans as selected
by the American Hockey Coaches Association.
1st Team
Parris Duffus, Cornell, SO
Goal
Mike Brewer, Brown,SR
Def
Dan LaPerriere, StL, SR
Def
Scott Pellerin, UMaine,SR Forw
Jean-Yves Roy, UMaine, JR Forw
David Sacco, BU,JR
Forw
2nd Team
Scott LaGrand, BC,JR
Goal
Christian Soucy, Vt, FR
Goal
Tom Dion, BU,SR
Def
Rob Gaudreau, Prov, SR
Def
Domenic Amodeo, UNH,SR Forw
Dale Band, Colgate, SR
Forw
Mike I-appin, STL,JR
Forw

Black Bear twinbill moved
The University of Maine baseball
team will attempt to play a pair of doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday at
Northeastern University in Boston.
The twinbills were originally scheduled for UMaine's Mahaney Diamond
hut yesterday's snow/rain storm cancelled those plans.
The Black Bears will try to open their
home schedule again April 11 with a
doubleheader starting at 12:30 p.m. versus the University of New Hampshire.

O'Neal to hold press
conference
All-America center Shaquille O'Neal
called a news conference for Friday amid
speculation he would skip his last season
at Louisiana State in order to join the
NBA.
The news conference is to be held at
Fort Sam Houston, the Army base in
Texas where O'Neal's father is stationed,
according to a joint announcement
Wednesday by LSU and base officials in
San Antonio.
A two-time All-America and 199091 college player of the year, O'Neal,
who turned 20 on March 6, rveraged
24.1 points, 14rebounds and 5.2 blocked
shots as a junior this season.

Stith leads Cavs to MT oDwn
Bryant Stith, held scoreless for most
of the second half, made five free throws
in overtime as Virginia beat Notre Dame
81-76 Wednesday night to win its second
National Invitation Tournament title.
The Cavaliers(20-13), who won the
NIT with Ralph Sampson in 1980,overcame a career-high 39 points by Notre
Dame's Elmer Bennett, who sent the
game into overtime on a leaning 3-pointer with 1.8 seconds left in regulation.
After Virginia took a 69-66 lead in
overtime on two free throws by Cory
Alexander and one by Anthony Oliver,
Notre Dame tied it at 69 on a foul shot
by Bennett and two free throws by LaPhonso Ellis.

AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) — UNLV athletic
director Jim Weaver turned to Rollie Massimino for advice several times in recent
months on picking a new coach for
the
Runnin' Rebels.
A few days ago, Weaver turned to Massimino and offered him the job.
"I stopped and thought, Why not?"
Massimino said."The marriage was apparent. It became an instantaneous success as
far as I was concerned."
Massimino ended a 19-year career at
Villanova on Wednesday when he agreed to
a five-year contract to replace Jerry Tarkanian at UNLV.
The 57-year-old coach takes over a powerful but troubled program and a run-andgun legacy that helped Tarkanian take four
teams to the Final Four and win one national
championship.
"We run, but we don't run like the
Rebels,- Massimino said of his Villanova
teams. "Now that I'm in this place, we're
going tia run like the Rebels."
The appointment, which came seven
years to the day Massimino's Villanova
team shocked Georgetown to win the national championship, was somewhat of a
surprise because Massimino's name had not
been prominent in speculation over Tarkanian's successor.
"I thought he would retire at Villanova,"
said Villanova athletic director Ted Aceto.
But Weaver, who was the football coach
at Villanova the same year Massimino took
over the basketball team, said the coach fit
all the qualities UNLV was looking for.
"UNLV needed a person with a record of

competition at the highest level of college
basketball and with a record of student athletes who excel in the classroom as well as
on the basketball court," Weaver said. "He
will keep UNLV one of the most exciting
places in college sports."

that my tenure at Villanova is over, I'm
excited to be a part of this great institution."
Weaver said Massimino signed a fiveyear contract with a $106,000 base salary
and other university commitments that will
bring up that to $386,000 a year. With shoe
contracts and other
Rollie Massimino—Coaching record
deals, Massimino reportedly will make
Career Record
NCAA Tourney
about $700,000 a
1970 Stonybrook 19-6 1978
Villanova 2-1
year.
1971 Stonybrook 15-10 1980
Villanova 1-1
Massimino,
1974 Villanova 7-19
1981
Villanova 1-1
though, said money
1975 Villanova 9-18
1982
Villanova 2-1
wasn't the main fac1976 Villanova 16-11
1983
Villanova 2-1
tor in the talks..He
1977 Villanova 23-10
1984
Villanova 1said the opportunity
1978 Villanova 23-9
1985
Villanova 6-0
to start fresh with a
1979 Villanova 13-13
1986
Villanova 1-1
program with UN1980 Villanova 23-8
1988
Villanova 3-1
LV's tradition and
1981 Villanova 20-11
1990
Villanova 0-1
potential were more
1982 Villanova 24-8
1991
Villanova 1-1
important.
1983 Villanova 24-8
Ttals 20-10
"To me,it's real1985 Villanova 25-10
ly something !really
1986 Villanova 23-14
want to do," he said.
1987 Villanova 15-16
"We're going to
1988 Villanova 24-13
have a great time and
1989 Villanova 18-I6
hopefully win as
1990 Villanova 18-15
many games as we
1991 Villanova 17-15
can."
1992 Villanova 14-15
Massimino will
Totals 389-257
be hard-pressed to
win as many games
Massimino said he was persuaded to as Tarkanian, who became the nation's
wintake the UNLVjob when Weaver and UNLV ningest active coach in his 19-year
tenure at
president Robert Maxson came to dinner at UNLV.
his home Monday night. Massimino said
Tarkanian's team last season won its last
Maxson told him he wasn't leaving until he 23 games,finished 26-2 and seventh
ranked
agreed to become the new coach.
in the country.
"The decision was obviously not an easy
Massimino, in the seventh year of a 10one for me," Massimino said at a hastily
See UNLV on page 20
called news conference-at UNLV."But now

•Profile of Excellence

The end came too soon for UMaine's Pellerin
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
You could feel everything he was feeling. His heart was there for one and all to see,
yet he stood and answered question after
question with dignity and class, just as he
always did. His career was over and the
future was unforseeable at the time
For Scott Pellerin, it was the end of"the
best four years" of his life.
Last Saturday night at the Providence
Civic Center, the Michigan State Spartans
ended the University of Maine's hockey
season with a 3-2 triumph. They also ended
the collegiate career of quite possibly the
best all-around player to ever don the Blue
and White of the Black Bears.
"It's not supposed to end like this," Scott
Pellerin would say. "I'm personally and
emotionally shocked. I'll never wear the
UMaine uniform again."
You could understand what he felt and
feel what he meant.
Scott Pellerin came to UMaine in 198889 from Shediac. NB. he quickly made a
favorable impression on the Alfond Arena
crowds with his hard-hitting, opportunistic
style of hockey.
See PELLERIN on page 19

"NW

Scott Pellerin finished his Mack Bear career with 106 goals. 117 assists and a +99
plus/minus rating. He is UMaine's all-time leading scorer.(Kiesow photo.)
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•National Hockey League

•Rape charges

NHL players vote to go on strike
By Ken Rappoport
AP Hockey Writer
TORONTO(AP) — The darkest day in
the NHL could turn into its longest year.
That's the prospect facing the league in the
wake ofWedriesday's players strike thatthreatened not only the Stanley Cup playoffs,but the
beginning of next season as well.
"We were told to prepare ourselves for a
long strike," Montreal's Kirk Muller said,
"and the guys are preparing themselves."
It became painfully evident that the NHL
might be in for a long summer following
pessimistic remarks by president John Ziegler
on Wednesday night.
Following up Wednesday's strike announcement by the players and four hours of
fruitless talks,a somber Ziegler said the sides,
"am getting close to an impasse.!hope we can
avoid it, but we're very close."
Asked to describe an "impasse," Ziegler
said:
"Basically, when there's nothing more to
talk about ... and that's it."
However, Ziegler did keep the lines of
comunication open by scheduling a meeting
today with Bob Goodenow,executive director of the NHL Players Association.
Ziegler described the meeting as"exploratory.
"If we can find a reason to get the sides
back together again, we will," Ziegler said.
"I'll be available all day to talk."
Responding to Ziegler's "impasse" remark, Goodenow said:
"There's no question we're far apart, but!
wouldn't call it an impasse."

Ziegler is scheduled to report to the Board of
Major league baseball and the NFL have
Governorsata meeting in New Yorkon Sunday. had player strikes, but never before has a
Wednesday's walkout, the first league- walkout come so close to the time when a pro
wide strike in the 75-year history ofthe NHL, sport was about to decide its champion.
came after the players resoundingly rejected
"I think what's probably got a lot of people
the owners' last offer for a new collective surprised; how can these athletes who played
bargaining agreement.
for championships go out at this point and time

Major league baseball and the NFL have had
player strikes, but never before has a walkout
come so dose to the time when a pro sport was
about to decide its champion.
At a news conference crowded with players and reporters,Goodenow revealed that the
vote had been an overwhelming 560-4.
-The results prove the players' disatisfaction with the owners'final offer," Goodenow
said."A vote to reject was a vote to strike by
3 p.m. April 1, 1992."
It was actually the second time that the
players had voted on the same contract offer,
which was originally presented by the owners
last weekend.
The players had set a strike deadline of
Monday at noon. But the NHLPA,considering the seriousness of the situation, gave the
players another chance to vote.
The walkout,which immediately wiped out
three games and threatened dozens more, was
aimed squarely at the owners' wallets. They
make the biggestchunk oftheirincome from the
playoffs; the players, with average salaries of
about $375,000, get virtually nothing.

Insert Great Headline Here
Authentic Bar Harbor
Landmark T-Shirt
featured in Rolling Stone.

of the season, heading into playoffs?" said
Wayne Gretzky, the league's all-time scoring
leader and hockey's best-known player.-lhe
vote was pretty unanimous."
Gretzky, whose Los Angeles Kings had
clinched a playoff berth, said he expected the
strike to last either"two or three days or we're
going to go until November or December."
The strike not only managed to cancel
three games on Wednesday night, but cast a
pall over the NHL at a time when the league
was preparing for the most glamorous part of
the season.
There are 27 regular-season games left
before the scheduled start of the Stanley Cup
playoffs on Wednesday.
Ziegler wasn't certain how long the strike
would have to go before the playoffs had to be
cancelled, but did say:
"Every hour that goes by,(the cancellation possibility) increases," he said.

4A'11

Carry a piece of Maine home with
you this summer on an Acadia
National Park Great Head Trail TShirt! 100% cotton pre-shrunk M, L,
XL, white, black, navy, coral, ash.
Only $10. Call 990-0612 to arrange
C.O.D. delivery.

SUMMER Jobs

Mets saga
continues
PORT ST. LUCIE, Fla. (AP) — The
case file in the investigation of rape allegations against three New York Mets has been
turned over to the state attorney's office,
which will decide whether to press charges.
Police submitted the evidence without a
recommendation on whether charges should
be filed. No time frame for a decision has
beenset, the state attorney's office said in a
releaSe Wednesday.
Police were awaiting test results of blood
and saliva samples drawn from one of the
suspects, pitcher Dwight Gooden.
"The timing on that could be as soon as
today, but it could take up to four or five
days," police chief Charles Reynolds said.
Gooden's attorney, Joseph H. Ficarrotta
of Tampa, wrote a letter to the state attorney's office objecting to the search warrant
that forced Gooden to provide the samples.
"I found it very obnoxious,and I'm very
indignant that they sought this from Mr.
Gooden," Ficarrotta said from his Tampa
office."That's based on facts dealing with a
person who is uncharged and presumed innocent,and is based on uncorroborated statements ofthe accuser, who has been shown to
have made inconsistent statements."
The alleged victim, a 31-year-old New
York woman, spent nearly seven hours at
the police department Tuesday to clarify
certain facts in the case. She filed a complaint March 3 against three players identified by their attorneys as Gooden and outSee METS on page 20

WE
ARE
FAMILY
BLUE JEANS DAY

I
+

Wed. April 8th
Support Gays,
Lesbians,
and Bisexuals.

The Maine People's Alliance is filling positions within our summer Field
Outreach Program.
MPA is a statewide citizen action organization working to achieve
progressive change in Maine's environmental, health care, and consumer policies.
Working with the Field Outreach Program is a great summer experience or
entrylevel position.
Responsibilities:
•Informing citizens on consumer and environmental issues
•Working on a grassroots fund-raising campaign
•Developing a network of citizen contacts
Qualifications:
•Interest in pi ideal, environmental and economic issues
•Strong speaking skills

Information Sessions will be held 'I`uesday, April 7 at 2,44

C

1,
41)
PA

and 7PM in Rai 1912 of the Student 1.1,411
For more information call: Mike Wilson — 761-4400
or contact UM Part-Time and Summer Jobs Office, Wingate Hall.

Wear Your Blue Jeans.

MPA . . . Organizingfor a Better Maine
.411
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Scott Pellerin
His rookie season saw him lead the nation in scoring for first-year players,recording 29 goals and 33 assists. He was named
Co-Hockey East Rookie of the`Year Award
with Providence's Rob Gaudreau while compiling 92 penalty minutes.
A leader on the ice from the start, Pellerin scored a team-high 13 power play
goals and held the top plus/minus rating
(+27)for the Black Bears.
An equally impressive sophomore season followed as he reduced his penalty
minutes to 68 and finished second behind
Martin Robitaille in man-advantage goals
with 11.
It was at this time Jim Montgomery,
Jean-Yves Roy and Brian Downey came
upon the scene and Pellerin took a back-seat
offensively to the high-scoring trio.
While still an integral part of the team,
he wasn't called upon to do as much scoring
yet his game still prospered. His steady and
intense play continued and hisjunior season
looked to be the best yet.
But while the points decreased, the pen-

from page 17
ally minutes also followed and the leadership role became more and more apparent
each time Scott Pellerin and the Black Bears
took the ice.
No longer was he taking unnecessary
penalties and both he and the team prospered because of it. A trip to the Final Four
was the reward. A loss to Northern Michigan was the end result. But the chance gave
both him and his teammates a taste of what
the future might bring.
Earlier this season Coach Shawn Walsh
said he thought "Pelly would be coming in
and playing for a(NHL)contract,"in his last
year at UMaine. How wrong he was.
The senior was coming in on a mission,
a mission to win the national championship.
Throughout the season he took the entire team upon his ample back and carried
them at times. A two-goal game following
a loss to Boston University was a spark. A
hat-trick in a 9-0 win over New Hampshire was a boost. A four-goal outburst in
Providence was the difference in a 7-3
win, a game which he admitted he

"could've had about 10" goalS.
In all, he scored a career-best 32 goals
and 25 assists. He had at least a point in all
but six UMaine games this winter and was
the Black Bears leading game-winning goal
SCOre,

Scdtt Pellerin is now a Hobey Baker
finalist. The award which is given annually
to the best college hockey player in the
country should go to the best college hockey
player the University of Maine has ever
seen.
Experts doubt it however,citing comparably low point totals to his competitors.
The quarterfinal-round loss to the Spartans couldn't have helped much either, but
the fact still remains Scott Pellerin is the best
all-around player this school and maybe
even the country has seen in a long time.
He is a 1989 third-round draft choice of
the New Jersey Devils, but with the current
NHL strike, his pro career seems to be on
hold.
To look back at his career it seems like
only yesterday fans were saying "who's this

Hypnotist- Foal.etastrology----geta dear,solid head. When the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza
A strong mind is a better mind. Deep relaxation pie—that's °more, and that's what I'm lcbking
techniques. Forget drugs! Studer I rates. 1,10014 for, baby. Like Italians? I want to be your big ragu
SWM seeks SWF 18-22 engineering student with I'm looking for someone cool to hang with. Come
on, take a chance. tr10031
great earning potential
c.s someone to have
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach. Not Photographer looking for attroctive models, no
interested in one night stands or weekend flings. experience necessary Senior portraits, portfolio
TT10021
work, etc. Compensated for your time with free
photos. v10020
SWM 23,6 ft. tall, 230 lbs., full offun, looking for a
SWF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing, 3 SWF's eadi seeking male who knows the true
movies, hiking, dining out, and intimate times. Must meaning of a French kiss, and has the ability to
be 18-254u havea greatsenseof humor.Looksnot show us a good time. If you like getting wet,getting
u9iutjd. e10023
hot and gefting drunk, give us a call TT10038
(2) SWM's, 21 &21 looking for female that will
accept any challenge and be open to a unique
relationship. Must be flexible to our needsand a funloving partner. Ifyou loveCancun,skinny-dipping at
midnight and Mugu,au's for breakfast, give us a
ring. fr10027
looking for a hard-howled woman—cg? Life is
•
ig? rm
fleeting—dig? Interested in
. (Res
not. Are you fun-loving and un
about the weather and stuff. w10032

a

SWM 19, eccentric, caring, and sensitive; seeks
SWFWCB(w/aAebum).InbarTrek NG,romqnce,
and U2. v10033
SWM who is into StarTrek, aoss-couniry skiing &
movies islookingforSWF with similarinterests. Must
besornewhataitractive,nobig egos,please.1,10010
Universky Podry Anthology - seeks seled,creative
original poetry hum students, faculty, for its Spring
'92pubhcriion,llitrnePatfiwvysbtheTreedUfe
University Pasteup Productions TT10008

Pellerin kid?" Four years later anyone who
ever saw him play will never forget his
name.
After all Scott Pellerin is now the alltime leading scorer in UMaine hockey history. His 106 goals and 117 assists puts him
atop the list for most points with 223.
He is a +99 in his Black Bear career in the
plus/minus ratings and set three UMaine
records this season (points in career (223),
games in career(167)and power play goals
in career (47).
The Black Bears were 15-1-2 in games
which Pellerin scored a goal this season and
sport a 125-37-5 mark in games he has
played over his career. He missed just four
games in his career, all non-injury related,
and the team was 2-1-1 during that time.
"These past four-years have been the
best four years of my life, both hockey- wise
and school-wise" Scott Pellerin said. "I'll
never forget my teammates and the friends
I've made at UMaine."
His teammates and friends at UMaine
will never forget Scott Pellerin either.

ResporteldemarriedcmirlP seeksto houseoraportment
sitforthe 1992-1993aaaclemicyearorlonger.References
available. w10019
Writing,editing,typing service. Professional writer with

research, evalucrtion and analytical skills, making you
look good. Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
professionally written and strategically prepared with
forget letters. ,
1 10012

SWM 23looking forthe woman of my dreams--Canyou
dream? Think of the romantic possibilities, making them
happen together. Smiths fan a plus. v10047

SF 20 slirn, attractive with good curves, emotionally
stable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic,
financially
independent and into heavy nietal Looking
adventurous
and
attractive,
SWM 21, athletic,
seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways, For partner who is quiet, but socialy active and flexible.
romantic evenings and quality time. Spontaneity el0025
1 10024 Professional Tarot Rerxings. Find out about the future!
and alovefor'thefiner things" essential.,
SWM 20, If you are a woman of romance, late Love, sex & career readings Spell casting also done.
night strolls, sitting on the beach watching the Student notes. v10028
sunset and candle-light dinners, you are on my
SM 21,loolcingfor**girl thars just rightfor me.rm into
wavelength. For fun and romance,give me a call
drinking beer, partying w/friei & trying to stcry outof
v10034
trouble Interested? v10029
(2)SWF's If you like piña coladas and you're
SWF 19,intelligent, shy &fun-loving. Seeks short,cute
going to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean & romantic guy with a good sense of humor. No
and making love under the moon, we're not into rriurrwriu's-boys, please. v10030
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that
you've looked for,we'll see you there and escape Professionalcounselorespeciallyforsiudenhand kooky.
e10035
Graip/indduol,all areas including self-adualization,
interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
SM 23,international student looking for a female individualy prepered. w10009
18-25 who likes to dress sexy, likes dancing,
movies, TV and intimate times. Must be open- Slxwealav*homein Orono,perfectfora nice student,
minded and no big egos, please. IT10043
everinginduded,reasonable,severaloptionscrable
now. v10007
SWM 20, name is Larry, likes micromachines,
Queensryche and weightlifting, is looking fora DVIM mad scientist bock in college seeks assistant/ coshort, dark haired girl. v10042
conspirator. Wicked nice bunnies! v10022

Professional Conselor especially for students and
faculty. Gnoup, individual, all CMOS inducting selfodualization, intenactive, humanistic, astrological. SWM 23,Romantic witha good sense of humor.
Astrograms also individually prepared. v10009 Seeks SWF 19, who is intelligent, shy and funloving Blue eyes and a terrific smile a plus.
SF 19with good personality and cute face and likes ,
1 10044
Ren &Sti .,long walkson the beach and cuddling
uptoa•••• movie,seeksSM 20-ish. Dead Milkmen
fan a • v10039

1400-988-5035
(Call costs $1.69/minute)

SWM 20, 6'2", 2306, above average build seeks
SWF,5'6", 115-125Ibs. with good personality and cute
face,that likes Ren and Stirnpy, bog walks on the Leach
and cuddling up too good movie. I especially like dark
hair. Dead Milkmen Ion a plus. Are you the one for me?
tr 10037

Call x1-1273 for your free Person2Person ad
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•Major League Baseball
Spring

Mets players face rape charges

training nears a close

FLORIDA (AP)-Phil Bradley and Terry
Leach were released by the Montreal Expos
and two trades were made Thursday as teams
continued to get their rosters ready for opening day.
The Houston Astros and Philadelphia exchanged pitchers,with CurtSchilling going to
Philadelphia for Jason Grimsley. In another
deal, the New York Mets sent pitcher Doug
Simons to the Expos for minor league outfielder Rob Katzaroff.
In other moves, Atlanta sent pitcher Pete
Smith and catcher Francisco Cabrera to the
minors,the New York Yankees returned pitcher Allan Anderson to Triple-A and Philadelphia sent down pitcher Pat Combs. Also,
pitcher Kevin Brown was claimed by Texas
off waivers from Milwaukee, Al Newman
was released by Cincinnati and Ernest Riles
was cut by Houston.
"I'm disappointed," Smith said after meeting with Braves general manager John Schuerholz."I pitched well enough to make the club."
Smith, a four-year veteran, had a 3.94
ERA this spring in 16 innings. He was 1-3
with a 5.06 ERA for the Braves last season.
He started 1991 on the disabled list and
had seven rehabilitation starts in the niinors
after undergoing arthroscopic surgery on his

right shoulder in September 1990. Schuerholz tried to trade Smith to another club, but
discussions with California, Cleveland and
San Diego fell through, Smith said.
"John said he would continue to talk to
other clubs.If worse comes to worst, I'llgo to
Richmond, but I'm not real happy about it,"
Smith said.
"It's a big difference pitching in the big
leaguesorin Richmond," he said."Idon't think
I'm geared to do that right now.I was geared to
pitch successfully in the majors this year."
The Braves must still cut one player to get
down to the 25-player limit by next week's
opener. Manager Bobby Cox said that player
would be shortstop Vinny Castilla, who will
be kept with the Braves until infielders Jeff
Blauser and Mark Lemke are fully recovered
from slight injuries.
Leach,38,pitched in 50games for Minnesota last season. He was 1-2 with a 3.61 ERA
in middle relief.
Bradley,33, was signed by the Expos to a
Triple-A contract in the offseason, as was
Leach. Bradley played last season in Japan,
where he hit .282 with 21 home runs and 70
RBIs for Y omiuri.
Bradley has a .286 career average with 78
home runs and 376 RBIs in 1,022 games.

fielders Daryl Boston and Vince Coleman.
The woman took a voice stress analysis,
a type of lie detector test, police said.
"I would say it certainly advanced the
case," chief Reynolds said. "I think it had
evidentiary value in verifying some of the
information presented.To say she passed it or
failed it would be an incorrect assumption."
The Mets break training camp Thursday,
and Coleman and Boston are scheduled to
leave with the team. Gooden, recovering
from shoulder surgery, is scheduled to stay
behind to pitch in a minor league game on
Saturday.
The departure of the players shouldn't
have any effect on the case, Reynolds said.
"In as much as the suspects in this case
are such recognizable figures, there's no
fear that they for example are going to

disappear," Reynolds said. "We should be
able to contact everyone we need to contact
in the future, regardless of where they are."
The crime allegedly occurred March 30,
1991. A four-page letter from Ficarrotta to
the state attorney's office denied Gooden
had a role in raping the woman.
"Dwight Gooden never firced the accuser to have sex with him;raped the accuser; prevented the accuser from leaving his
house;(or) grabbed her and forced her into
a bedroom in his house," the letter read.
The wording did not necessarily mean
that Gooden had a relationship with the
woman, Ficarrotta said.
"We're not making any admissions whatsoever as to any contact he had with her, or

whether he knows her or anything," the
attorney said.

UNLV

from page 17

year contract at Villanova, had a career
record of 357-241 in 19 years at the school.
Villanova lost to Virginia 83-80 in the
first round of the National Invitation Tournament this year, dropping to 14-15, Massimino's fourth losing season in 19 years.
UNLV has scrambled to find a replacement for Tarkanian, who announced last

Maine Campus classifieds

June he would resign after a final season
coaching the Runnin' Rebels following the
publication of photos showing former Rebel
basketball players in a hot tub with convicted sports fixer Richard Perry.
Tarkanian has since tried to rescind the
resignation, but last week cleared the final
items out of his office at UNLV.

Stop by the basement ofLonl Hall
fin-'iota- classified ad.

services

help wanted

apartments

wanted

Camera Repairs: All kinds of automatic

SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD BOUND
EL UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL MATHSCIENCE CENTER Work with high school
students on the UMaine campus. We need
English, History, Science, Math,Computer
Science teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
Counselors and others. Summer workstudy especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound & UB Regional MathScience Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.

Sublet-Hubbard Farms May 11-Aug 31.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. Contact 8665525 leave message.

We are looking for Student Bands to play
in Battle of the Bands on Tues. April 21st

and manual cameras serviced Call 5812142 Leave message.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace zippers, hemming,etc, Will pick up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

help wanted
Seasonal help needed at Rosalie's Pizza,
Bar Harbor.Pizza cooks, prep cook,counter
help. Some housing available. Preference
to those who can stay until October. Call
942-6511. After 4/17 call 862-2012.
Help wanted travel free and earn extra
money. Promote inexpensive tours to
Montreal. Call Campus Tours collect at
(514)871-8094.
STOP!!! Need a Job Now and for Summer? earn $3 per envelope mailing our

Sales Circulars! Start Immediately! Send a
Long S.A.S. Envelope: CMP Distributing

lost Sr found
LOST: Set of keys with pewter Mickey
Mouse keyring on Mon. 3/30 MCA parking lot, Neville Hall area. If found, please
bring to Maine Campus or call 581-1273.
LOST: Red CB Jacket w/keys and security
card in pocket. Lost Sat 3/20 at Lengyel
Gym. If found, call 581-6598.
LOST: Bean Hunting Boots,size9.LostThurs-

Dept. C-100,P.O. Box 1068, Forked River,
NJ 08731

day night 3/26 at University Motor Pool. If
found please call Frank at 581-3298.

COUNSELORS FOR BOYS SPORTS
CAMP-Summer positions available at

LOST: Black Wayfare sunglasses, prescription, in Union on 3/23. Please call 827-

competitive boys sports camp in Maine.
Must have skills k ability to instruct, coach,
or assist in one or more of the following:
Baseball, Tennis, Basketball, Soccer, Hockey, Lacrosse, Archery, Riflery, Arts & Crafts,
Martial Arts, All Waterfront activities including; Swimming (WSI), Sailing, Water-

lea
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7523. Reward.
LOST:Green-rimmed eyeglasses, between
library & Hart Hall, 3/29. Call x8482.
FOUND: Big house trained tiger cat, gray
+ black. Found at Hubbard Farms Call
Christine at 866-4068.

skiing, Windsurfing, SCUBA, Canoeing.
Located on beautiful lake in Central Maine.

FOUND: A single key w/number 46578
imprinted on it. Call 581-1273 to claim.

Excellent Facilities, Top Salaries, Room/
Board/Laundry,and Travel Allowance. Call
or write: CAMP COBBOSSEE 5 Silvermine
Dr., So. Salem, N'( 10590. (914) 5336104.

FOUND: A set of keys. A Volkswagon key

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn S5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. 1607

and room key, in the Knox and Andro
dorm areas. Call Tony at 581-7438.

apartments
Available now or for fall semester Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now
under new management. Make an appointment to see the difference.990-5817
or 862-2061 after 5.

Looking for a place to stay over the
summer?4 BR apt available June, July, Aug
Call Dan at 866-0144 for info.
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. 1660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl. Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 9455260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.S550/mo. Luxury
2 BR Town home. 1 1/2 baths. Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets, 1 yr. lease. Call 9456955 or 945-5260
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from $200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-7231.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site lndry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from UM. Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. S575/mo 866-7789.
Milford, newly remodeled 1 BR apt. 1st
fir. $375/mo deposit, references Call 8277720.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 2Bdrm just 3
min walk to campus S400/mo + elec 56
Park St Please Call Deb 866-4811
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE OCCUPANCY
5BR 2 bath townhouses $800/mo. Heated located at 83 Spring St. Stillwater Apply
now. P.I. REALTY 942-4815.

..,

stufffor sale

Yamaha BB200 electric bass w/case. $300.
Aria Pro II electric bass w/ case WOO.
Peavey Combo 300 bass amp.$300. Korg
AS digital bass effects processor, fully programmable,fianger/chorus,delay/reverb,
EQ dyna-exciter compressor. Still in box!
$300. Call 866-3034.
2 Freestanding Lofts $100 or B.O. Call
581-7311 if interested

Cash Prizes and a date at Geddy's. Call Julie
at 581-7151.
IBM Software of all kinds wanted for

inexpensive buy or trade Call Ben 8278906.

study abroad
Study Abroad-National Student Exchange office has-moved to the Maples,
3rd floor. 9-4 daily.
Congratulations to all the new UM National Student Exchange people on your
placements for 1992-93.
There are openings for students who want
to study away next year for both Study
Abroad and NSE
Want to learn to speak French? Go to
Quebec through the New England-Quebec exchange plan.

personals
Samantha B. I'm sorry more than you'll
ever know. Can you forgive & forget? JH
ST-I'm too tired for my existence-SN
(Now you can put it on your door!)
JVV-Have fun doing your laundry. RAHave fun running blue-light specials. The
weekend just won't be the same without
you -NOT!(1-lee hee)
MISC.

,

Need money for college 207-646-7008.
Looking for your very own cash cow?Sell
T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call
942-0236.
ADOPTION:Abundant love awaits a new-

born into our joyous & comfortable lives.
We are happily married 12 year an dream
of sharing all we are with a child in our
coastal Maine home. Call collect Chris &
Cathy 244-5122.

